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Course Objective
The purpose of this course is to identify the unique challenges that face women with heart disease, including prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, you should be able to:

1. Describe the morbidity and mortality associated with heart disease, especially in women.
2. Describe how female cardiac anatomy and physiology differs from men’s.
3. Discuss the role that traditional risk factors play in the development of heart disease in women.
5. Identify reasons heart disease is more complex to diagnose in women.
6. Compare and contrast the efficacy of noninvasive and invasive cardiac diagnostic tests in women.
7. Describe the basic types and variations of angina and their prevalence in women.
8. Compare and contrast the usual clinical course of women with angina versus myocardial infarction (MI).
9. Discuss common complications seen in women post-MI.
10. Discuss clinical outcomes of medical treatment options in women with heart disease.
11. Discuss the preoperative status of women undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery and the implications this status may have on postoperative outcomes.
12. Describe the research base related to the clinical outcomes of women who participate in formal cardiac rehabilitation programs.
13. Identify nursing diagnoses and appropriate nursing interventions that are applicable to women with heart disease during the acute phase.
15. Identify at least two reasons why women were formerly excluded from clinical trials related to the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease.
16. Identify areas where further research is needed in relation to heart disease and women.

Sections marked with this symbol include evidence-based practice recommendations. The level of evidence and/or strength of recommendation, as provided by the evidence-based source, are also included so you may determine the validity or relevance of the information. These sections may be used in conjunction with the course material for better application to your daily practice.
INTRODUCTION

More than one in three women in the United States suffers from heart disease [1]. This fact has stimulated the lay and scientific communities, and heart disease has gained recognition as a significant health issue for women. The purpose of this course is to discuss the realities and uncertainties about heart disease in women. Progress has been made in defining both the incidence of heart disease in women and how women and men differ in regard to cardiac anatomy and physiology. In addition, both traditional and gender-specific coronary risk factors have been studied, along with the reliability of conventional cardiac diagnostic tests in women. However, many uncertainties remain because, for many years, women have largely been excluded from research on the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease. In particular, cardiac symptomatology of women may differ from the classic textbook cases seen in men. Clinical outcomes of women receiving standard medical and surgical treatments remain another area of uncertainty. Healthcare professionals who participate in this course will be able to identify the unique challenges that face women, from prevention and diagnosis to treatment issues. Patients will benefit from this advanced knowledge base as healthcare providers strengthen their roles as patient advocates and educators. This will help women to receive appropriate and timely treatment, as well as preventive and follow-up care.

OVERVIEW OF WOMEN AND HEART DISEASE

Heart disease remains a major health problem in the United States, but only in the last few decades has there been an increased focus on the incidence of heart disease in women. This section will discuss the morbidity and mortality associated with heart disease in women compared to that seen in men. Factors that influence these differences will be discussed, including the unique cardiovascular system features seen in women and the significance of cardiovascular risk factors in women, including both traditional and gender-specific risk factors. Techniques to help women determine their level of risk for heart disease will be discussed based on assessing certain cardiovascular parameters, risk factors, and lifestyle choices.

MORBIDITY

Statistics have shown that women are at considerable risk for heart disease, contrary to previous belief. An estimated 44 million women in the United States are affected by some form of cardiovascular disease [2]. The prevalence is 31.9% in non-Hispanic white women, 48.3% in non-Hispanic black women, and 32.5% in Mexican American women [1]. In 2010, cardiovascular disease was the first-listed diagnosis of 2.8 million women discharged from short-stay hospitals [1].

Overall, the incidence of coronary heart disease in women increases with increasing age [3]. In women younger than 65 years of age, heart disease usually manifests itself about 10 years later than it does in men. By about 65 years of age, however, a woman’s risk is approximately equal to a man’s and the outcomes are frequently worse [1]. In women 75 to 84 years of age, the morbidity from heart disease increases 40-fold compared to women 35 to 44 years of age [4].
Coronary disease most commonly presents in the form of angina in women, compared to myocardial infarction (MI) and sudden death in men; however, women tend to report chest pain less frequently than men, which may result in either a delayed diagnosis or a misdiagnosis. Women also are frequently further along the disease trajectory than men when presenting with cardiac symptoms [1; 5]. Even women who are at risk for cardiovascular disease may not be referred for diagnostic tests that are considered routine in men [1]. Therefore, screening is the key, with early detection focused on improving clinical outcomes and reducing the costs associated with hospitalization. Additionally, a symptomatic woman should interact with her physician and persist until a correct diagnosis is obtained.

The elderly population is changing the demography of coronary heart disease in the United States. In 2015, 14.9% of the U.S. population was 65 years of age and older [6]. This number is projected to grow to 20% of the U.S. population (approximately 72 million people) by 2030 [7]. Individuals who are 85 years of age and older are the most rapidly growing subgroup of elderly. Approximately 6.3 million people in the United States are 85 years of age and older, with a projected increase to more than 19 million expected by 2060 [8; 9]. These trends will clearly influence the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease in women. For the year 2013, the total economic cost of this health problem in the United States was estimated to be $312.6 billion [4]. Given the fact that the incidence of heart disease in women increases with age, coupled with the projected increase in the elderly population, this economic burden will certainly continue to grow.

**MORTALITY**

Each year since 1984, the number of deaths for women from cardiovascular disease (CVD) has exceeded the number for men. In 2013, CVD was the cause of death in 398,086 women. Women represented 49.7% of all deaths from CVD [1; 10].

Heart disease is the second leading cause of death in American women older than 75 years of age [11]. Although the risk of breast cancer has been the focus of intense media coverage for several years, heart disease kills more than twice as many women in the United States each year as do all forms of cancer, including breast cancer [4; 11].

Despite these gloomy statistics, the mortality rates for women from heart disease have been on the decline in the United States. Since 1979, the age-adjusted heart disease mortality rates have declined significantly for all major race and sex groups. From 2002–2013, the rate of death from heart disease declined 6.2% for women of all ages and races. It declined 6.4% for non-Hispanic white women; 4.7% for non-Hispanic black women; 5.4% for Hispanic women; 1.8% for American Indian/Alaska Native women; and 4.2% for Asian/Pacific Islander women [11]. This decline is most likely due to improved medical care and increased emphasis on the reduction of cardiovascular risk factors [12; 13; 14].

**THE FRAMINGHAM HEART STUDY**

The Framingham Heart Study was one of the first longitudinal studies conducted to investigate gender differences in the prevalence and manifestations of heart disease. The study enrolled equal numbers of men and women with a total sample size of 5,127 subjects. After 26 years, the findings demonstrated that of all documented coronary events, 40% occurred in women. In addition, the study suggested that women with angina have a better prognosis than men [12]. The clinical outcomes documented in this study are shown in Table 1.
It is important to note that these early findings suggested that, for women, a diagnosis of heart disease was not a serious health matter. In the Framingham Study, the symptom of chest pain was used to define the presence of heart disease. As a result, many women who suffered chest pain attributable to a noncardiac cause were still enrolled in the study, thus explaining their significantly longer survival when compared to men. These findings, which suggested that heart disease in women was not serious, led to an under-recognition of the significance of cardiovascular risk factors and manifestations in women. This has been referred to as a treatment, referral, and research bias [15]. For instance, women remain on medical management longer than men before undergoing invasive diagnostic testing and revascularization by either percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) (also referred to as percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty [PTCA]) or coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) procedures. This delay may be due to the physician’s reluctance to refer women to a procedure that may be associated with complications (e.g., age and other risk factors), as well as the patient’s desire to forgo these types of procedures [16; 17].

### CARDIOVASCULAR RISK PROFILE IN WOMEN

#### CARDIAC ANATOMIC PROFILE IN WOMEN

Several anatomic and physiologic differences exist in the cardiovascular system of women compared to men. Because women’s bodies are generally smaller in stature, the female heart and thoracic cavity are smaller and lighter. A woman’s heart weighs approximately 229 grams; a man’s heart weighs about 56 grams more. The female heart also has smaller coronary arteries than a man’s heart. The right coronary artery appears to be more dominant in women [1; 18; 19; 20; 21].

In addition to anatomic differences in male and female cardiovascular systems, research indicates that women may deposit plaque differently than men. The Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) Study, supported by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, evaluated gender differences in the presentation and treatment of ischemic heart disease [22; 23]. Researchers found that women’s atherosclerotic plaque deposition was more diffuse than men’s. This physiologic difference results in scalloping or artery irregularities, rather than the large, obstructive blockages that are commonly associated with heart disease and MI. Furthermore, microvessels and vasodilator response appear to be impaired more frequently in the female population. These less obvious changes are more difficult to detect from a traditional angiogram and may result in different symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Percent of Women</th>
<th>Percent of Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suffered a more serious coronary event</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remained survival free of MI for eight years</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had an uncomplicated course post-MI</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: [12]  Table 1*
This may partially account for the differences in presentation and subsequent treatment of heart disease in women.

On the electrocardiogram (ECG), resting heart rate is higher, PR and QRS intervals tend to be shorter, and the amplitude of the R, S, and T waves across the precordium are smaller in women. Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure and volume are also lower in women, yet stroke volume and resting ejection fractions (EF) tend to be higher in women than in men. Up to 30% of women with normal coronary arteries do not have an increase in EF with exercise, a finding that has important implications for exercise testing [1; 18; 20; 24; 25; 26].

It has also been suggested that estrogen receptors located within the walls of blood vessels may affect the proliferation of smooth muscle cells, reduce platelet aggregation, and alter the degradation of collagen and elastin [23; 27; 28].

The last anatomic and physiologic difference between men and women is body fat percentage (which is higher in women) and the distribution of body fat. Women who have a large waist, also referred to as abdominal obesity or central adiposity, tend to have an increased risk of an MI at an earlier age [20; 21; 27]. Studies have suggested that, in particular, waist-to-hip ratio measures of abdominal adiposity may be strong indicators of mortality in women [29; 30]. Other studies have indicated that waist-to-height ratio may be an accurate predictor of heart disease in women [31; 32]. Patterns of fat distribution and associated cardiovascular health risks will be discussed in further detail in the following section on traditional coronary risk factors. Table 2 summarizes how women’s physiologic profile differs from men’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiologic Characteristic</th>
<th>Female Tendencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body size</td>
<td>Smaller in size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart and thoracic cavity</td>
<td>Smaller and lighter in size&lt;br&gt;Smaller cardiac muscle fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary arteries</td>
<td>Smaller in diameter&lt;br&gt;Right coronary artery dominance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>Higher resting heart rates&lt;br&gt;Shorter PR and QRS intervals&lt;br&gt;Smaller amplitude of R, S, and T waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke volume</td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting ejection fraction (EF)</td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure and volume</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology</td>
<td>Lower hematocrit and blood volumes&lt;br&gt;Lower oxygen-carrying capacity&lt;br&gt;Natural estrogens in premenopausal women that protect from effects of ischemic heart disease&lt;br&gt;Higher cholesterol levels beginning at 55 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat percentage and distribution</td>
<td>Increased body fat percentage and different fat distribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2*

Source: [18; 20; 21; 25; 26; 27]
TRADITIONAL RISK FACTORS

Certain risk factors increase the likelihood of the development of heart disease. These are known as the traditional cardiovascular risk factors, and they are shared equally between males and females. However, the weight given to these traditional risk factors may not be the same between men and women, and the traditional diagnostic tests, which generally focus on obstructive disease, are not as effective in women as compared to men [22]. At comparable levels of cardiovascular risk factors, the risk of a cardiac event in a premenopausal woman is 50% the risk level for a man the same age. The relative protection of women from heart disease may be due to better tolerance of cardiovascular risk factors, as well as hormonal and metabolic differences [22; 33].

The traditional risk factors may be further categorized as nonalterable and alterable factors. While recognition of both sets of risk factors is important, patient care should include an emphasis on those factors that can be altered or changed.

Nonalterable Factors

Age

As men and women age, they become progressively more likely to develop heart disease. Men’s heart problems tend to peak earlier than women’s; however, the incidence in women tends to catch up to that in men around 65 years of age. Until that time, estrogen produced during the premenopausal years provides some protection. As a result, heart disease usually manifests itself approximately 10 years later in women compared to men. Women are also more likely to have other age-related health problems, such as diabetes, hypertension, or arthritis [34; 35].

Family History

Family history is also a significant traditional risk factor for heart disease. If members of a woman’s family have a history of heart disease, she is more likely to develop it. A paternal history of MI prior to 60 years of age appears to carry a greater risk for both men and women than does MI at older ages. However, it has been suggested that any maternal history of MI prior to 50 years of age may be an important risk factor [27; 36; 37].

Ethnic Background

Like family history and age, ethnic background is a factor that cannot be modified. For example, non-Hispanic black women are at higher risk of developing serious heart disease and dying from it when compared to non-Hispanic white and Mexican American women [38; 39]. This increased risk has been attributed to a higher incidence of uncontrolled hypertension, obesity, and sedentary lifestyle in this population. Differences in access to and utilization of healthcare services, as well as the need for risk reduction interventions targeted at specific socioeconomic status, may also be contributing factors [38; 40; 41].

Alterable Factors

Again, alterable cardiovascular risk factors require the most attention when counseling female patients. These factors include smoking, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, obesity, metabolic syndrome, sedentary lifestyle, and a Type A behavior pattern.

Smoking History

Cigarette smoking remains one of the most dominant and independent cardiovascular risk factors for women, especially for those younger than 50 years of age. Smoking produces harmful physiologic effects by decreasing high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels and increasing platelet aggregation and fibrinogen levels [40]. Smoking has also been associated with early menopause and may exert an antiestrogenic effect [42]. Despite these realities, an estimated 20.5% of men and 15.3% of women continue to smoke [43]. The widespread use of cigarettes, and the significance of smoking as a risk factor, led the Surgeon General to state that it is the leading preventable cause of disease and deaths in the United States [44]. Women are less likely to quit smoking than are men due to a desire for slimness. And, when women do quit smoking, they tend to experience greater weight gain than do men [21; 34].
As a risk factor, smoking accounts for more than one-half of all cardiac events [45]. Results of the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) and NHS II have indicated that the mortality rate of women who smoke is higher than that of former smokers (i.e., those who have quit smoking) and is twice that of women who have never smoked. The NHS results have also indicated that women who smoke are more likely to have comorbid conditions than women who do not smoke [46]. In addition, the risk of sudden death is related to smoking in both men and women [47].

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), cigarette smoking causes an estimated 201,773 deaths annually among women and increases a woman’s risk of dying threefold [48]. The risk increases with the number of cigarettes smoked per day and the duration of the habit [49]. Women who smoke more than 24 cigarettes a day have a tenfold increase in risk for MI compared to nonsmokers. However, the risk of a first MI decreases soon after the person stops smoking. The risk of having a nonfatal MI declines within three to four years to the same level as that of women who have never smoked [20; 25; 34].

Cigarette smoking works synergistically with other cardiovascular risk factors in influencing a woman’s risk for the development of heart disease. For instance, women who smoke and also use oral contraceptives increase their risk for heart disease compared to those women who neither smoke nor use the pill [50; 51]. Coronary-related mortality rates are also higher in women smokers who have high cholesterol levels [52].

**Hypertension**

Like smoking, hypertension is a powerful independent risk factor for the development of heart disease in both men and women. It is also the most modifiable risk factor [53]. Compared with men, hypertension is twice as prevalent in women with heart disease. Additionally, women with hypertension have three to four times the risk of developing heart disease than women with normal blood pressure [54]. Among non-Hispanic black women, hypertension tends to be more severe, occur at an earlier age, be treated less adequately, and result in more significant morbidity and mortality rates. More than 46% of non-Hispanic black women in the United States have hypertension, compared with 30.1% of white women [1]. In addition to black women, pregnant women and postmenopausal women older than 65 years of age are also at high risk for developing hypertension [55].

Hypertension damages the lining of blood vessels and promotes the deposition of plaque, thereby predisposing people to heart disease. Hypertensive women are also more likely to have other significant cardiovascular risk factors, including diabetes, obesity, or high cholesterol levels. If accompanied by obesity and oral contraceptive use, a woman’s risk of heart disease increases two- to fourfold. Clearly, screening and treatment is needed to reduce hypertension as a significant risk factor for heart disease [56].

Hypertension has been defined as a blood pressure of 140/90 mm Hg or greater. Even among individuals with no evidence of hypertension by 55 to 65 years of age, an estimated 90% will eventually develop hypertension [57]. Heart disease risk increases approximately twofold in men and threefold in women with hypertension [58]. Even modest increases in blood pressure have been shown to be dangerous. As little as a 10 mm Hg rise in systolic blood pressure may increase a woman’s risk for coronary heart disease and stroke by 20% to 30% [25; 34; 59]. Prehypertension is defined as 120–139/80–89 mm Hg. Patients with prehypertension may be at risk for progression to hypertension and in need of lifestyle modifications [53]. Pharmacotherapy should be considered in women whose blood pressure is 140/90 mm Hg or greater. In women with chronic kidney disease or diabetes, pharmacotherapy should be considered when blood pressure is greater than 130/80 mm Hg [10; 60].
The measurement of the ankle-brachial index (ABI) may play a role in assessing a person’s level of risk for cardiovascular disease. Normally, blood pressure values are equal to or higher in the ankles compared to those in the arm. While a lower blood pressure in the ankle has been recognized as a sign of peripheral vascular disease, the ABI is a marker for overall cardiovascular disease risk. A low ABI (i.e., less than 0.9) has been associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular mortality, coronary heart disease, and stroke [59; 61; 62]. However, a systematic review conducted by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force found very limited evidence to support ABI as a useful screen to identify asymptomatic patients at risk of cardiovascular events [59].

**Hyperlipidemia**

Hyperlipidemia is another traditional cardiovascular risk factor. The risk of heart disease is low if total cholesterol levels are less than 200 mg/dL. Cholesterol levels are considered borderline-high risk between 200 and 239 mg/dL and high risk when total cholesterol climbs to greater than 240 mg/dL. In addition, these high levels are the point at which a woman’s risk of heart disease doubles [63]. In 2013, 53.6 million adult women had total blood cholesterol levels of 200 mg/dL or greater. Among women 20 years of age and older, 15.6% of non-Hispanic whites, 11.7% of non-Hispanic blacks, and 13.5% of Mexican Americans have total blood cholesterol levels of 240 mg/dL or greater [64]. HDL is responsible for transporting cholesterol away from blood vessels and back to the liver. Because HDL helps remove cholesterol from the blood, it has been coined the “good cholesterol.” In contrast, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) transports cholesterol to organs and blood vessels. Thus, LDL is associated with the development of atherosclerotic plaque and is referred to as the “bad cholesterol.” If the total cholesterol level is elevated, a lipid profile should be done to examine lipoproteins, specifically HDL and LDL. Low HDL levels correlate with heart disease risk, especially in women [42; 65]. Recommendations for lipoproteins for women include HDL levels greater than 50 mg/dL and LDL levels less than 100 mg/dL [10; 66]. Researchers have found that women with high cholesterol are 23% less likely than men to have their cholesterol medically managed [67].

Triglycerides are also important in the development of coronary artery disease. Normally, triglycerides increase following a meal. Levels are also affected by alcohol intake, medications, hormones, diet, menstrual cycle, time of day, and recent exercise. Levels are considered normal if they are less than 150 mg/dL, if cholesterol levels are also normal. Borderline-high blood triglyceride levels are those that fall in the 150–199 mg/dL range; very few individuals have levels greater than 500 mg/dL, which is considered to be very high [65; 66]. These extremely high levels are rarely caused by diet alone and usually involve other cardiovascular risk factors [65].

**Diabetes**

Of the estimated 29.1 million persons in the United States with diagnosed diabetes, about 13.4 million are female, a number that has more than tripled since 1980 [68]. In 2013, diabetes was the cause of death of 35,737 women, which represented 51.7% of the total number of deaths from diabetes [1]. Next to smoking, diabetes has the most significant negative effect on cardiovascular-related mortality in women [42]. Diabetes is more common in women than in men, and studies have also shown that diabetic women experience more serious cardiovascular effects and are at much greater risk for heart disease and death than men [69]. Women with diabetes have twice the risk of developing heart disease than nondiabetic women. Women with diabetes also have a much greater risk of death after suffering an MI. The mortality rate associated with an MI has been reported to be twice as high in diabetic women as in diabetic men [34; 54].
The high glucose levels seen in patients with diabetes may irritate the endothelial layer of blood vessels, leading to the development of atherosclerosis. Moreover, diabetes leads to abnormalities in the lipid profile, increasing LDL, total cholesterol, and triglyceride levels and decreasing HDL cholesterol. In addition, the protective effects of estrogen may be negated in women who have diabetes. As a result, diabetic women may be placed in the same cardiovascular risk level as men of the same age who do not have diabetes [54; 69]. For these reasons, diabetes appears to be a more significant risk factor for heart disease in women than in men [20; 34; 42; 70].

**Obesity**

Obesity is another traditional risk factor. In 2014, 28.9% of U.S. adults were obese, an incidence that has greatly increased in the last 20 years [71; 72]. As of 2015, every state in the United States had a greater than 20% prevalence of obesity. Twenty-one states reported a 30% to 35% prevalence of obesity among their populations, and four states had an obesity prevalence of 35% or greater [72]. Women 20 to 34 years of age have had the fastest increase in the rate of obesity and overweight. Minority women as well as low socioeconomic status individuals are disproportionately affected across all age groups, with 50% at risk of being obese. Approximately 56.9% of non-Hispanic black women and 45.7% of Mexican American women in the United States are overweight or obese [73]. If a woman is 30% overweight, she is at increased risk for developing an MI, heart failure, stroke, and even death. Mild-to-moderate obesity (i.e., 5% to 15% overweight) may also be detrimental. Women who are overweight have a two to three times greater risk of an MI compared to lean women [74]. Fluctuations in weight may also impact a women’s overall risk for heart disease and metabolic syndrome [75]. Like the other cardiovascular risk factors, the risk of heart disease may increase with certain risk factor combinations, such as obesity and smoking [21; 34; 40; 46; 76]. Obesity has other unfavorable influences on metabolic processes, including elevation of triglyceride, uric acid, and blood pressure levels; reduction of HDL cholesterol; and alteration of glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity [21].

**Metabolic Syndrome**

A clustering of symptoms has been recognized as playing an important role in the development of cardiovascular disease. This symptom cluster, referred to as metabolic syndrome, is defined as the presence of three or more of the following abnormalities [77]:

- Waist circumference 88 cm (35 inches) in women or ≥102 cm (40 inches) in men
- Serum triglyceride level of 150 mg/dL or greater
- HDL cholesterol level less than 50 mg/dL in women and less than 40 mg/dL in men
- Blood pressure of 130/85 mm Hg or greater
- Fasting blood glucose level of 100 mg/dL or greater

The age-adjusted prevalence of the metabolic syndrome for adult women in the United States is 35.5% among non-Hispanic black women, 38.6% among Mexican American women, and 37.4% among non-Hispanic white women [78]. All individuals diagnosed with metabolic syndrome are at greater risk for the development of heart disease, diseases related to arterial plaque build-up, and type 2 diabetes [79].

**Physical Inactivity**

Inactivity or the lack of consistent aerobic exercise is another traditional cardiovascular risk factor. Among women 18 years of age and older, only 17.6% engage in regular leisure-time physical activity [1]. Research studies have shown that women report lower levels of physical activity compared to men, which may place women at higher risk for heart disease [80]. However, these results should be interpreted cautiously because the measurement tools utilized in these studies may not have been accurate in terms of their ability to measure activities specific to women [34].
Regular aerobic exercise is important for cardiovascular health. Like men, women should engage in aerobic exercise for at least 30 minutes, five times per week [81; 82]. Women who have previously been sedentary should begin with short intervals of activity (e.g., 5 to 10 minutes) and gradually increase the intervals. Women with chronic health problems as well as those 50 years of age and older who are just beginning a physical activity program should first consult with a physician [80].

The benefits of aerobic exercise include lowering blood pressure and resting heart rate, as well as counteracting the detrimental effects of other cardiovascular risk factors, such as obesity and stress [34; 80; 82].

**Type A Behavior Pattern**

The Type A behavior pattern is another traditional cardiovascular risk factor [20; 33; 42]. Type A behavior is characterized by hurriedness, impatience, sense of time urgency, restlessness, hyperalertness, a passive pattern of competitive striving, and frequently aroused angry and hostile feelings and behaviors. In contrast to their Type A counterparts, Type B people are less harried [83].

Recognition of the Type A behavior pattern as a risk for heart disease was primarily based on the Western Collaborative Group Study, a prospective study of 3,524 employed men. This more than eight-year investigation found that men initially assessed as Type A individuals had twice the rate of heart disease as their Type B counterparts. Similarly, the Framingham Heart Study, including 1,822 male and female subjects, demonstrated a correlation between Type A behavior and heart disease, even after controlling for other risk factors [84]. However, several other studies have failed to find a correlation between coronary heart disease and Type A behavior pattern in women [85]. Some studies have demonstrated that people who are at highest risk for heart disease are those who keep their anger inside and score high on feelings of hostility [86]. More research is needed to explore the roles that stress and personality may play in the development of coronary heart disease.

**GENDER-SPECIFIC RISK FACTORS**

Women also face gender-specific risk factors in relation to heart disease, including employment conflict, oral contraceptives, and menopause [18; 33; 87].

**Employment Role Conflict**

In 2015, women comprised 57% of the total U.S. work force and are projected to account for 55.8% of the total labor force by 2024 [88]. It was once believed that with more women entering the work force, they would begin to have the same cardiac disease profile as men. While studies have established job strain (a particular form of job stress) to be predictive of coronary heart disease in men, studies in women have been few and have produced inconsistent results [89].

For example, one study of 35,038 women, which was conducted within the NHS, found no relationship between job demands, job control, or social support and heart disease [89]. The study examined four types of work experience based on the level of job demands (i.e., low or high) and the level of job control (i.e., low or high). Examples of job demands examined included excessive work, conflicting demands, insufficient time to work, fast work pace, and working hard. Examples of job control examined included skill discretion (e.g., learning new things, task variety) and decision authority (e.g., freedom to make decisions, having a voice in the workplace). The level of support received from coworkers and managers was also included in the assessment. The Framingham Offspring Study found that women with active job strain (i.e., high job demand, high job control) had a 2.8-fold increased risk of coronary heart disease when compared to women with high job strain (i.e., high job demand, low job control) [90]. Other studies have indicated that women in male-dominated jobs, women who perform caregiving outside work, and women experiencing marital stress may be at increased risk for heart disease [89; 91; 92; 93; 94; 95]. Most researchers agree that additional research is needed that specifically includes women.
Oral Contraceptives

Women who use combination hormonal contraceptives have an increased risk of MI, particularly in conjunction with other cardiovascular risk factors, such as smoking. If a woman takes hormonal contraceptives and smokes, she increases her risk level 20 times over that of a woman who neither smokes nor uses oral contraceptives. However, the risk of heart disease diminishes after the contraceptives are stopped [20]. Research has indicated that the newer, third-generation contraceptives are the first to have been associated with no excess risk of MI [96]. However, other studies have found that women taking third-generation oral contraceptives have an estimated twofold increased risk of venous thrombosis compared with those taking second generation oral contraceptives [97; 98; 99]. Additionally, the risk appears to depend upon the class of estrogen, the dose, and the duration of use [100]. A retrospective cohort study used Medicaid data from 2000 to 2013 to assess the relationship between types of oral contraceptives and incidence of CVD in women in South Carolina [101]. The authors found that, compared with combined oral contraceptives, progestin-only oral contraceptives were associated with decreased heart disease and stroke incidence. However, they also found a positive association between progestin-only contraceptive plus combined oral contraceptive and incidence of both heart disease and stroke. The debate over which contraceptives have the least possibility of harmful side effects continues; more research is needed for a definitive answer.

Menopause

At the time of menopause, serum estrogen levels decrease. The absence of estrogen increases a post-menopausal woman’s vulnerability to heart disease due to the effects on lipoprotein metabolism. These changes include a decrease in HDL levels and an increase in LDL levels. In addition, blood vessels become less flexible after menopause due to the reduction in circulating estrogen [102]. Research has demonstrated that elevated iron levels greatly increase a man’s risk of heart disease. However, additional studies are needed to determine if the iron retention that occurs in nonmenstruating women is a significant cardiovascular risk factor [103; 104].

RISK CLASSIFICATION

In 1997, a clinically important report outlined a classification scheme for cardiovascular risk factors. Class I risk factors are those for which good data is available showing a clear causal relationship to heart disease. Class II risk factors are supported by large observational studies that have strongly suggested a causal relationship to heart disease. With Class III risk factors, data is either not available or is limited in its ability to clearly indicate a causal relationship [105]. Table 3 classifies the cardiovascular risk factors based on the evidence available.

NONTRADITIONAL RISK FACTORS

Research has uncovered other factors (i.e., nontraditional risk factors) that may be implicated in the development of coronary artery disease. This section will focus on developments related to homocysteine, lipoprotein(a), fibrinogen, C-reactive protein (CRP), subclinical hypothyroidism, and periodontal disease.

Homocysteine

Homocysteine, an amino acid by-product of foods rich in protein, occurs naturally in blood and tissues. The prevalence of elevated homocysteine, or hyperhomocysteinemia, increases with age in both sexes and has been linked to atherosclerosis, premature coronary artery disease, stroke, and blood clots, even among those with normal cholesterol levels. Research has demonstrated that elevated homocysteine (>12 mmol/L) is relatively common, with hereditary and dietary factors (e.g., high consumption of animal protein) playing a role [106]. Homocystinuria increases the risk for atherosclerosis by damaging the interior lining of arteries. A direct relationship between homocysteine and severity of artery blockages has been
established. Researchers have additionally found a 20% increase in risk of coronary events among men and women for every 5 mmol/L increase in homocysteine level [107]. Thus, homocysteine may become as important as other risk factors for heart disease in the future.

An assay is available for screening; however, it is important to note that screening of asymptomatic women with no history of coronary heart disease is not recommended [108]. Plasma homocysteine levels are inversely related to vitamin intake, especially vitamins B6, B12, and folate. As a result, high levels of homocysteine may usually be remedied by increasing folic acid intake through diet or supplements (400 mcg/day) [109]. Dietary sources of folate include orange juice, green leafy vegetables, and fortified cold breakfast cereals [109; 110].

**Lipoprotein(a)**

Lipoproteins are molecules that transport fats throughout the body. While LDL has been well documented to be deleterious to the heart, lipoprotein(a) may also wreak havoc. Lipoprotein(a) accelerates the transformation of LDL into plaque and slows the dissolution of blood clots. Tests are available but generally are reserved for young patients who suffer an MI without an apparent cardiovascular risk profile, those with family histories of very high cholesterol, or those not responding to cholesterol-lowering treatment [111]. Any lipoprotein(a) level greater than 30 mg/dL is considered elevated for adults [111]. Women with known coronary artery disease and high levels of lipoprotein(a) may benefit from combined hormone replacement therapy (HRT) [112].

**Fibrinogen**

Plasma fibrinogen levels have been associated with the risk of coronary heart disease and stroke. However, a direct causal relationship has not been established [113; 114].

**C-Reactive Protein**

C-reactive protein (CRP) is a specialized protein released when an injury must be repaired or a microbe warded off. CRP is circulated in the body at low concentrations in healthy people. Levels are increased, however, when infection and injury stimulate the body’s repair mechanisms. Measuring serum levels of CRP has been shown to be a good predictor of outcome in cardiac patients (Table 4). If a patient with angina has large amounts of the protein in his/her blood, there is a greater chance an MI will occur; patients with elevated CRP levels who have had an MI are more likely to have another [115].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Class</th>
<th>Cardiovascular Risk Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>Smoking, Hyperlipidemia, Hypertension, Lack of aspirin therapy, beta blockers, or angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor usage post-MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II</td>
<td>Diabetes, Obesity and physical inactivity, Postmenopausal state, Elevated triglycerides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>Psychological factors (i.e., stress, depression, lack of social support), Elevated hemostasis and inflammatory markers, Oxidative stress, Dietary factors (i.e., diet high in saturated fat)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Compiled by Author*
C-reactive protein may also signal whether a healthy person is headed for trouble. Although a direct correlation between elevated CRP levels and new coronary events has not been established, prospective studies of men, women, and the elderly have found that those in the upper third of CRP levels have twice the risk of MI as those with CRP levels in the lower third [115]. Another study found that C-reactive levels are a stronger predictor of cardiovascular events than LDL cholesterol levels [116]. In one study of healthy women, those with metabolic syndrome and a baseline high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) of 3.0 mg/L had almost twice the risk of future cardiovascular events than those with the syndrome and hsCRP <3.0 mg/L [117]. The Reynolds risk score (a risk assessment tool) incorporates hsCRP and has been shown to improve risk prediction in women [116; 117; 118; 119]. Studies have suggested that measuring CRP may increase the predictive value of other cardiovascular risk factors in women. In a study of 122 women, those who experienced a fatal or nonfatal MI, stroke, or coronary revascularization procedure had significantly higher baseline levels than the control group of four markers of inflammation (hs-CRP, serum amyloid A, soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1 [sICAM-1], and interleukin-6); total and LDL cholesterol; homocysteine; and total cholesterol to HDL cholesterol ratio [119]. The researchers concluded that atherosclerosis must be recognized as an inflammatory disease. While high cholesterol levels foster the development of atherosclerosis, plaque instability and adverse cardiovascular outcomes result from inflammation. In using CRP levels to determine risk, women may be identified who might benefit from statin therapy, which reduces inflammation beyond the anti-inflammatory effects that aspirin provides [119; 120]. The ability of statin therapy to lower CRP levels has been shown to be directly and significantly associated with its LDL-lowering ability [121].

A CRP test (i.e., the hs-CRP assay) is widely available and may be completed at the same time as cholesterol screening. There is a general consensus that the hs-CRP should be reserved for individuals with a 10% to 20% (i.e., intermediate) 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease after screening for traditional risk factors (e.g., family history, age, hypertension) has been performed [108; 122]. Increased CRP may predict future cardiovascular events in both women and men with heart disease; therefore, using both cholesterol and CRP to determine heart attack risk is more accurate than either test alone. When both values are elevated, there is a significantly increased risk for coronary artery disease [116; 119]. It is important to recognize that CRP is only a good predictor of cardiac risk if the test is done when there is no current infection (e.g., sinus infection) or other chronic underlying inflammatory process (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, Crohn disease). Additionally, there is a general consensus that CRP levels are most effectively used to determine risk classification and to reclassify risk of coronary events in some individuals [123]. Reducing CRP levels has not been shown to reduce coronary events [122; 124; 125].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1 mg/L</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 mg/L</td>
<td>Average risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3 mg/L</td>
<td>High risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 mg/L</td>
<td>May indicate increased cardiac risk or recent inflammatory reaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Specific target levels for men and women, as well as various ethnic groups, are being studied.

Source: Compiled by Author

Table 4

C-REACTIVE PROTEIN LEVELS AND ASSOCIATED RISKS
Leukocyte Count
Given the increasing evidence supporting the role for inflammation in atherosclerotic process, the role of the leukocyte count in predicting cardiovascular disease has been receiving increased research attention. White blood cell (WBC) count is an independent predictor of cardiovascular events and all-cause mortality in postmenopausal women [126]. Specifically, a WBC count of greater than $6.7 \times 10^9$ cells/L may identify high-risk women who may not be currently identified by traditional cardiovascular risk factors. A high leukocyte count also appears to be a risk factor independent of the atherosclerotic disease status [127].

Subclinical Hypothyroidism
While subclinical hypothyroidism has also been associated with increased risk of aortic atherosclerosis and MI in postmenopausal women, this association has not been confirmed [128]. Subclinical hypothyroidism has been defined as an elevated thyroid-stimulating hormone level greater than 4.0 mU/L and a normal serum free thyroxine level (11–25 mmol/L) [129]. It occurs in 5% to 20% of women older than 60 years of age [106].

Periodontal Disease
Periodontal disease may also increase the risk of cardiovascular disease in adults by exacerbating several cardiovascular risk factors. A significant association has been found between poor periodontal status and increased levels of CRP and fibrinogen, two risk factors for heart disease. Periodontal status has also been weakly associated with an increased total cholesterol level, but not an increased HDL level. Explanations for this association include the repeated systematic exposure of individuals with periodontal disease to bacteria, endotoxin, lipopolysaccharide, and other bacterial products that influence lipid metabolism and homeostasis. Total cholesterol, CRP, and fibrinogen may be possible intermediate factors that link periodontal disease to elevated cardiovascular risk [130].

SUMMARY
Like men, women are at increased risk for heart disease due to several traditional cardiovascular risk factors, including both nonalterable factors (i.e., age, family history) and alterable factors (i.e., smoking, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes). Women additionally have gender-specific risks, such as use of hormonal contraceptives and the onset of menopause. When assessing cardiovascular risk factors in both women and men it is important to remember that many of these factors are synergistic, or work together, in significantly increasing cardiovascular disease risk.

CARDIAC DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

COMPLEXITY OF DIAGNOSIS IN WOMEN
The diagnosis of coronary heart disease is a more complex process in women for two primary reasons: age at presentation and differences in presenting symptoms. As noted, women are typically 5 to 10 years older than men when presenting with heart disease, which may be due either to a delay in diagnosis or a delay in presentation. When women do present, other conditions (e.g., osteoporosis, diabetes, hypertension) and the clinician’s interpretation of the woman’s chest pain may obscure the indications of disease. There is a greater prevalence of noncoronary causes of chest pain in the female population, and chest pain is frequently accompanied by abdominal pain, dyspnea, nausea, fatigue, and greater functional disability [131; 132; 133]. Additionally, a variety of intrathoracic and extrathoracic structures may cause symptoms, such as mitral valve prolapse, pericarditis, or gallbladder disease, that localize to the chest. Therefore, the differential diagnosis of chest pain must include a number of benign conditions in order to prevent a false-positive diagnosis of heart disease in women [133; 134]. Table 5 outlines the differential diagnosis to initially rule out the most critical problems.
To further complicate the picture, the clinical history and physical exam have limited value in women, except for women older than 65 years of age with definite angina [132]. The history and physical exam do provide information on the occurrence of prior events and risk factors, such as diabetes and hypertension, and also uncover symptoms of more advanced disease, such as heart failure. However, these diagnostic clues often only partially indicate disease likelihood, which makes further diagnostic tests both important and necessary [132; 138; 139]. The presence of new physical assessment findings, such as dysrhythmias, mitral regurgitation, a fourth heart sound (atrial gallop), or bibasilar crackles, increases the chances of a positive diagnosis of heart disease [140]. The diagnosis is also favored by the presence of other cardiovascular risk factors or by ECG changes at rest or during anginal episodes [140].

The Coronary Artery Surgery Study correlated women's clinical symptoms with angiographically documented heart disease. Heart disease was identified in 72% of women presenting with typical angina and in 36% of women with probable angina [134]. In those women with nonspecific chest pain, angiography rarely documented coronary disease. Because women with convincing symptoms of heart disease lack angiographic evidence almost 30% of the time, diagnosis based on clinical symptoms alone is not adequate [22; 134]. Both noninvasive and invasive cardiac diagnostic tests may be used in female patients. The following sections highlight the difficulties or nuances of diagnosing heart disease in women compared to men.

**NONINVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS**

Several noninvasive tests are used to diagnose coronary heart disease. These include the resting ECG, exercise ECG, nuclear medicine stress test, radionuclide ventriculogram, and exercise echocardiogram.

**Resting ECG**

The resting ECG is the first-line screening test used in men. It is also an important test in women due to the increased proportion of unrecognized or “silent” infarctions seen in the female population. The presence or absence of abnormal Q waves on the resting ECG may be affected by the use of HRT in women older than 50 years of age. Study results have shown that HRT, specifically estrogen therapy, lengthens the QT interval in postmenopausal women [141; 142].

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Potential Health Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>Ischemia vs. infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pericarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissecting aortic aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary</td>
<td>Spontaneous pneumothorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Esophageal reflux/spasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cholecystitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peptic ulcer disease/perforation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal</td>
<td>Costochondritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychogenic</td>
<td>Anxiety/panic disorder (psychosomatic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [135; 136; 137]
Exercise ECG

Although the exercise ECG (also referred to as the stress test or exercise treadmill test) may not be as accurate in the diagnosis of heart disease in women as in men, the American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF) and the American Heart Association (AHA) have recommended the routine use of the exercise ECG (when combined with traditional analysis of ST-segment and heart rate changes) for evaluating suspected coronary artery disease in women who have a normal resting ECG and good exercise tolerance [143]. Women are more prone to inconclusive or false-positive results than men with this test [143]. However, a test result that is clearly negative has been found to be equally reliable in both women and men [134].

Even in women with heart disease, the accuracy of diagnosing heart disease from an exercise ECG alone is not recommended. When test results are either clearly positive or not clearly positive or negative, additional risk stratification with cardiac imaging is recommended [143]. The ACCF/AHA have recommended cardiac imaging for symptomatic women with established coronary artery disease, women who have an indeterminate or intermediate-risk exercise ECG test, and women with an intermediate-risk Duke treadmill score. Cardiac imaging has also been recommended for diabetic women, women with metabolic syndrome, and women with polycystic ovary syndrome, as these women have a significantly greater risk of cardiovascular death than women without these conditions [117; 143]. Better diagnostic results are seen in women with multivessel involvement versus single vessel or no disease. With multivessel disease, an overall accuracy of 84% has been reported [143].

A second difficulty associated with the exercise ECG is that for the test to work, a woman must be able to raise her heart rate up to 85% of maximum capacity by exercising for about 15 minutes. Women have a lower maximal aerobic capacity, which limits their ability to exercise to adequate intensity levels. As a result, the test is too strenuous for many women who are elderly, sedentary, or have other medical conditions, such as arthritis, that limit their ability to exercise [143]. Women who are older than 55 years of age and do not exercise regularly, but plan to begin a regular exercise program, should have an exercise ECG to determine a safe level of exertion [134].

Nuclear Medicine Stress Test

The nuclear medicine stress test (myocardial perfusion scanning) is another noninvasive diagnostic test that may be used in women. At peak exercise, a small amount of radioactive tracer is injected and a series of images of myocardial blood flow are then evaluated. Normal myocardial blood flow is indicated by a homogeneous distribution of thallium throughout the myocardium, while myocardial ischemia and/or infarction is suggested by either a transient or persistent defect in tracer uptake. Compared to the exercise ECG, the nuclear medicine stress test has better accuracy [144; 145]. It has also been associated with fewer false-positive tests in women, especially in those patients with multivessel disease [134; 146].

The major limitation of the nuclear medicine stress test in women is the attenuation of radioactivity in the overlying breast tissue, leading to a false-positive diagnosis of a fixed perfusion defect in the anterolateral segment. Other disadvantages are the cost of the test and exposure of the patient to radiation [12; 25; 33; 146]. Although, the radiation dose is minimal, women who are pregnant or breastfeeding should not undergo any type of radiation procedure [144].
Radionuclide Ventriculography and Radionuclide Angiography

Radionuclide ventriculography (RNV) and radionuclide angiography (RNA) are types of nuclear imaging tests in which red blood cells are labeled in vivo with technetium 99m, and gated images are recorded of blood flowing through the cardiac chambers. The tests not only assess chamber size and function, but also the response of left ventricular EF and the presence or absence of new wall motion abnormalities during exercise [147]. One of the abnormal findings of the exams is the failure of the patient to increase his/her left ventricular EF at peak exercise. The tests have been associated with increased false-positive rates because up to 30% of women do not increase their EF at peak exercise [12; 20; 25; 134]. Attenuation of myocardial activity by overlying soft tissue (e.g., breast tissue in women) also may also cause false positives [148; 149]. The tests, therefore, have reduced diagnostic value for women. Radionuclide ventriculography has been largely replaced by echocardiography, which is less expensive and does not require radiation exposure [148].

Exercise Echocardiogram

The exercise echocardiogram is a two-dimensional exam used to assess synergy of myocardial contraction. The exercise echocardiogram is more specific and reliable than the exercise ECG and a strong and independent prognostic indicator [149; 150; 151]. It is a useful diagnostic test in women because of its sensitivity to single-vessel disease, involving greater than 50% narrowing, which occurs more frequently in women compared to men (18% versus 9%). Due to the difficulty of diagnosing changes with exercise, drugs such as dipyridamole, adenosine, or regadenoson may also be used [152]. Dipyridamole is a potent coronary artery vasodilator; side effects from its use include dizziness, gastrointestinal upset, nausea and vomiting, headache, and rash. Adenosine has a more rapid onset but wears off more quickly. Adverse reactions include transient new arrhythmias and heart block [153]. Regadenoson was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2008 as an additional agent for use in stress testing in patients unable to perform the standard exercise stress test [152; 153]. Regadenoson increases coronary blood flow and mimics the increase in coronary blood flow caused by exercise. Adverse reactions include tachycardia, flushing, chest discomfort, and headache [153]. In 2013, the FDA issued a warning of a rare but serious risk of myocardial infarction and death associated with both adenosine and regadenoson [154]. These agents should be avoided in patients with evidence of unstable angina or cardiovascular instability.

The American Society of Nuclear Cardiology has stated that dobutamine infusion may be an effective alternative agent for stress echocardiography [155]. Dobutamine stimulates beta-adrenergic receptors, resulting in increased contractility and heart rate. It may cause premature ventricular contractions, chest pain, and hypotension. Adverse reactions include transient new arrhythmias and heart block [153]. In 2013, the FDA issued a warning of a rare but serious risk of myocardial infarction and death associated with both adenosine and regadenoson [154]. These agents should be avoided in patients with evidence of unstable angina or cardiovascular instability.

When properly performed (i.e., not stopped too quickly), the exercise echocardiogram has been found to have high sensitivity and specificity (86%) for the detection of coronary artery disease in women [24].

Electron Beam Computerized Tomography (EBCT)

Electron beam computerized tomography (EBCT), also called an ultrafast CT scan, is a rapid form of x-ray imaging technology that results in a clear image of the heart and the surface of the coronary arteries. EBCT has been studied as a tool to identify individuals at risk for coronary artery disease by measuring calcium deposits in the coronary arteries, which would correlate to the amount of atherosclerosis. Experts have indicated, however, that the amount of coronary calcification does not necessarily indicate that an individual will suffer an MI, and the absence of calcification does not rule out coronary artery disease [156]. However, calcium scoring has been shown to improve risk prediction in women. The Multi-Ethnic Study
of Atherosclerosis (MESA) trial included 3,601 women, 90% of whom were classified as low risk [157]. The prevalence of any coronary calcium was associated with a six-fold increased risk of coronary artery disease (CAD), adjusted for age, ethnicity, body mass index, low-density lipoprotein, hypertension, smoking, estrogen, and statin therapy. The results showed that the presence of coronary calcium redefined the women who had been improperly labeled as low-risk, based on Framingham criteria.

**Cardiac Enzyme Determination**

While not a diagnostic test per se, measurement of serial cardiac enzymes is also pivotal in making an accurate diagnosis of myocardial injury and/or infarction in both men and women [158]. However, due to their smaller body size, enzyme elevations may not be as high in women as those seen in men. This information is important to know when analyzing and interpreting enzyme rises in female patients presenting with cardiac symptoms. Research studies are needed to explore cardiac enzyme activity in female cardiac patients as well [20].

**INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS**

**Cardiac Catheterization**

Cardiac catheterization is the definitive diagnostic test to detect heart disease despite major drawbacks, such as its invasive nature, cost, and potential complications [12]. While the number of catheterizations performed on women has increased, men are more likely to be referred for catheterization than women, possibly because women may be at greater risk of adverse events, including death, following catheterization [159; 160; 161; 162]. One study found that men were 40% more likely to undergo angiography than women, despite data that indicates women have more functional impairment and unstable symptoms, as measured by angiography, than men [163; 164]. However, a 2010 study found a sharp decrease in catheterization in both men and women when age-specific rates were compared [69].

A number of factors may play a role in the decision to perform invasive testing, which would impact the diagnostic referral rates. Patient factors may include symptom severity, response to treatment, lifestyle modification, comorbidities, age, social circumstances, and personal preferences. Women may be more likely to defer invasive testing until a cardiac crisis occurs because they tend to underestimate the impact of heart disease on their lives [165; 166; 167]. Practitioner factors may include interpretation of symptoms and their severity, interpretation of noninvasive testing, perception of probability of heart disease, perception of risk/benefit of potential revascularization strategy, and bias. Social factors center on the availability of noninvasive testing and cardiac catheterization facilities [168].

Compared with men, when cardiac catheterization is performed in women the test usually reveals less extensive disease [164]. Single-vessel disease occurs in 50% of women, with the left anterior descending artery the most common site of lesions (i.e., in 43% to 54% of cases). In the remaining 50% of women, 25% have two-vessel disease and 25% have three-vessel disease. In addition, left main disease is less common in female cardiac patients compared to men [12; 20; 33].

**SUMMARY**

Heart disease is more complex to diagnose in women due to the fact that the overall prevalence is lower in women and also because women experience more noncoronary causes of chest pain. When heart disease is diagnosed, certain diagnostic tests are more reliable in women. These tests include the resting ECG, which is especially reliable in picking up the unrecognized or asymptomatic infarctions seen more commonly in women; the thallium scan; cardiac enzymes; and the resting or exercise echocardiogram. While cardiac catheterization is the gold standard for diagnosis in both men and women, the procedure tends to show more extensive disease in male patients. Women tend to suffer from more single vessel and two-vessel disease as opposed to the three-vessel disease seen more often in men.
Differences in the use of diagnostic cardiovascular procedures have been documented. Although the overall use of procedures is high, men with unstable angina are more likely to receive diagnostic cardiovascular procedures (e.g., stress tests, angiography) than women experiencing the same symptoms. Healthcare professionals clearly have a significant role to serve as patient advocates, speaking up for female patients to ensure they receive the appropriate diagnostic workup when presenting with potential cardiac symptomatology.

**CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF CARDIAC DISEASE IN WOMEN**

**ANGINA**

After menopause, the clinical manifestations of heart disease increase in women. The most common manifestation of heart disease in both men and women is angina [169]. Approximately 6.6 million women in the United States are currently living with heart disease; 35,000 are younger than 65 years of age, and 4.1 million suffer from angina [1; 54]. The basic forms of angina include stable angina, unstable angina, and variations of angina. In terms of incidence, stable angina occurs more frequently in women in the United States than in men, with an estimated female-to-male ratio of 1.7:1 [170]. Stable anginal episodes often worsen and become more severe, leading to unstable angina.

Unstable angina is a type of chest pain that radiates more widely, may occur at rest, and is difficult to relieve. Women who suffer from unstable angina have the greatest likelihood of significant coronary artery stenosis and three-vessel or left main heart disease. Consequently, these women are at greatest risk to experience more serious cardiac events, such as an MI or sudden cardiac death [171].

There are also several variations of angina. Variant or Prinzmetal angina is a form of unstable angina usually associated with a coronary artery spasm. It is characterized by episodes of severe ischemic-type chest pain that occur at unpredictable intervals, usually when the patient is at rest. There is a tendency for the anginal episodes to occur at night or in the early morning. Transient ECG changes that may accompany the anginal episodes include ST-segment elevations. Variant angina occurring in the presence of angiographically normal coronary arteries is more common in women than in men. It may also occur in the presence of high-grade coronary artery lesions [172].

Another variation is microvascular angina, also referred to as cardiac syndrome X. It is manifested by complaints of atypical or vague chest pain and occurs more frequently in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women [173]. While the pain is comparable to the characteristics of angina, several atypical features are also present, including rest pain, prolonged pain, and a less favorable response to nitroglycerin [173]. ECG changes often include ST-segment and T-wave abnormalities at rest as well as exercise-induced ischemia [173].

By definition, microvascular angina is characterized by the presence of angiographically normal coronary arteries. In women with this syndrome, plaque accumulates in very small arteries of the heart, causing arterial narrowing, reduced oxygen flow to the heart, and pain that may be similar to that experienced by patients with blocked major coronary arteries. As noted, the difficulty with microvascular angina is that the plaque does not appear when using standard tests. Women with this type of angina have less of a likelihood of significant coronary disease, and therefore a better prognosis, compared to other forms of angina; however, these women are still at risk of suffering an MI or, at a minimum, of experiencing a reduced quality of life [174; 175; 176; 177].
It has been speculated that up to 80% of instances of this syndrome may be due to hypersensitivity in the nerves that lead to the heart, esophagus, and chest, making women acutely aware of sensations in their heart. Another possibility is that the syndrome is caused by a disorder of the small blood vessels that feed the heart, whereby the vessels fail to dilate in response to physical and/or emotional stress. The syndrome could also be due to a hormonal imbalance induced by a deficiency of estrogen. The exact etiologic mechanism is not known, and many women respond to beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, and nitrates. However, clinical experience has generally been that pain relief with medical therapy is not sustained over time and patients are commonly and unnecessarily prescribed a large number of drugs [175; 177].

Differences in Chest Pain Syndromes

The genders differ in still other ways when it comes to cardiac symptomatology. Men often experience textbook cases of angina and other heart disease symptoms, perhaps because the texts were written to describe men’s symptoms. However, the classic picture of heart disease in women is just not known. For example, the hallmark symptoms of an MI (i.e., chest discomfort, pain that spreads, cold sweats, nausea) are experienced more frequently by men than women. Additionally, while chest pain is the most common symptom reported among both women and men, women more frequently report “vague” chest discomfort that comes and goes with no particular precursor [132; 178; 179].

Women may complain of classic substernal pain or have variations in their chest pain syndromes for reasons that are not completely understood. Women frequently report pain centered in the chest, pain in one or both arms, pain in the neck and/or jaw, or pain centered in the back and/or shoulders. They also frequently report nausea, back pain, dizziness, generalized fatigue, shortness of breath, and palpitations [132; 138; 178; 180; 181]. Women also experience weakness and loss of appetite [182]. After controlling for age, diabetes, anxiety, depression, and functional status, women are still more likely than men to report these symptoms [182]. Recognition of these gender differences in symptom reporting may result in preventing incorrect or delayed diagnosis and treatment as well as preventable deaths.

PSYCHOSOCIAL RESPONSES TO CARDIAC EVENTS

In addition to clinical manifestations, women may have different psychosocial responses to cardiac illness than men [183; 184]. For instance, women, especially those 65 years of age and older, tend to delay seeking treatment for many hours [185; 186; 187]. In one study, the median was 4.25 hours; other studies have reported delays of up to 15 or more hours [184; 188]. A woman may not suspect that her symptoms are related to heart disease, so it may be difficult to convince the female cardiac patient that she needs medical help. Other reasons women delay seeking treatment include perceptions about the severity of their symptoms or their vulnerability to MI and the presence of other chronic illness that create confusion about cardiac symptoms [184; 185; 189]. Maintaining control and not wanting to trouble others have also been found to influence a woman’s decision about when to seek treatment for cardiac symptoms [190; 191].

Women should be taught the importance of seeking early medical attention and the subsequent clinical benefits [169; 189; 190]. For instance, in the face of an acute MI, delays in seeking treatment reduce a woman’s chance of successful myocardial salvage with medications, such as thrombolytic agents. Another delay may occur once in the emergency room, especially if a female patient presents with nonspecific symptomatology and/or an initial normal ECG and cardiac enzymes [54]. Furthermore, women are also less likely to be transferred from a small hospital to a large university hospital for aggressive care. Generally speaking, men tend to be transferred to larger centers twice as fast as women.
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
Men and women also differ in their incidence of MI. Thirty-four percent of women with coronary heart disease experience an MI, compared to 50% of men [12; 42]. Of the 6.6 million women with coronary heart disease, about 2.7 million have a history of MI [1]. Each year, new and recurrent MI and fatal coronary heart disease will impact an estimated 405,000 women [1].

Coronary heart disease is the single leading cause of death of American females, accounting for 22.4% of all deaths in 2013 [11]. Approximately 76% of women who died suddenly of coronary heart disease had no previous symptoms [1].

Unrecognized or silent MIs are more frequent in women (54%) than men (33%) and account for more than 50% of all infarctions in women 55 years of age and older [192]. Factors that place women at increased risk include older age, hypertension, and diabetes [192]. As mentioned previously, sudden cardiac death generally occurs about 5 to 10 years later in women compared to men.

Despite the overall lower incidence, if women suffer an MI they have a much poorer prognosis than men [1]. Morbidity may be higher in women due to their advanced age at the time of the infarction and the increased number of other comorbidities or chronic health problems. In addition, women may have more extensive damage with inferior MIs due to their greater tendency to have dominant right coronary artery systems [133].

In terms of outcomes, women are twice as likely to die within the first few weeks post-MI compared to men [54]. Women are also more likely to die within the first year post-MI (23% versus 18% men) [1]. Again, the higher mortality figures may be due to the older age of women at the time of the MI. In addition to increased mortality, women also have higher post-MI complication rates. In the early hospitalization period, women have slightly higher re-infarction rates (25% versus 22% in men); women with symptomatic infarctions are at greater risk for re-infarction than those with silent or unrecognized MIs. These rates are higher even up to five years post-MI [12; 20; 33]. Within six years after a recognized heart attack, 46% of women will be disabled with heart failure [54].

In further research, Yale investigators examined the records of 229,313 men and 155,565 women who were hospitalized for MI and enrolled in the National Registry of Myocardial Infarction II (NRMI-2) from 1994 to 1998. The findings revealed that for every five-year decrease in age, the odds of women dying during hospitalization compared to men increased 11.1% [193]. Subsequent analysis revealed a marked decrease in in-hospital mortality rates in women between 1994 and 2006, with the largest relative decrease in women younger than 55 years of age [194]. In another study, data from the Global Use of Strategies to Open Occluded Coronary Arteries in Acute Coronary Syndromes IIb study (GUSTO-IIb) was examined to evaluate gender-based differences in MI presentation and outcome [195]. Women were found to have more complications than men during hospitalization and a higher mortality rate at 30 days. However, in this analysis, women were found to have similar rates of re-infarction at 30 days post-MI. Researchers concluded that these differences may be due to anatomic or pathophysiologic differences between men and women or differences in rates of referral for diagnostic work-up or revascularization. Subsequent studies have indicated that when women receive timely, appropriate cardiac intervention, their 30-day mortality rate is similar to that of men [196; 197].

Post-MI Complications
Other complications, such as heart failure, dysrhythmias, and stroke, are more common in women post-MI. The risk of heart failure during the post-MI period increases in women smokers and those with diabetes. In addition, heart failure tends to be more severe in women despite their higher left-ventricular EF and less severe ventricular dysfunction, perhaps due to the adverse effect of diabetes and hypertension on left ventricular diastolic function [12; 20; 33]. Approximately 3 million women have heart failure [1].
The incidence of supraventricular and ventricular dysrhythmias, as well as heart block, appears to be similar in women and men. However, more ventricular dysrhythmias have been reported in young women with MI who use hormonal contraceptives. Women also have a much higher risk of stroke post-MI and death from stroke compared to men [54].

**SUMMARY**

The clinical presentations of heart disease in men and women are different. Women are more likely to suffer from angina, while more men tend to suffer MI as an initial indication of their disease, and women’s cardiac symptoms may be quite different than the “typical” presentation seen in men. In addition, if women suffer an MI, they have a much poorer prognosis than men and have higher complication rates, such as heart failure, dysrhythmias, and even stroke. These findings may be due to the fact that the women are typically older, sicker, and have more comorbidities at the time of their MI in comparison to their usually younger male counterparts.

**THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS**

Various forms of treatment are available for heart disease. Medical management may include pharmacotherapy, PCI, and thrombolytic agents, such as streptokinase and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Surgical intervention may be indicated in patients who have extensive coronary artery lesions. Regardless of whether a medical or surgical approach is taken, women who have documented heart disease should be encouraged to enroll in a formal outpatient cardiac rehabilitation program.

**MEDICAL THERAPIES**

**Angioplasty**

PCI is the treatment of choice for patients with single-vessel coronary heart disease [198]. An estimated 35% of PCIs in the United States are performed in women [199]. At the time that this procedure is first performed, women tend to be on average nine years older than men, with more cardiovascular risk factors and severe unstable angina [199]. However, angiographically documented coronary artery disease has not been found to be more extensive in women compared to men [200]. On a per-lesion basis, angiographic success rates have been found to be similar between men (88%) and women (89%), as were clinical success rates [200; 201]. Determinants of PCI success include lesion-specific angiographic features, such as the severity of stenosis, coronary calcification, and intraluminal thrombus-factors that are not influenced by either age or gender [202]. In treating left anterior descending disease, CABG surgery is an attractive option due to the high rate of post-PCI restenosis [199].

Women undergoing PCI have a greater incidence of initial postprocedure complications, such as bradycardia, hypotension, and coronary dissection [201]. The latter may be attributed in part to balloon size. A higher rate of unsuccessful PCIs, defined as an inability to cannulate the vessel and pass the lesion with the balloon catheter, has also been reported in female patients. These women are more likely to have elective CABG surgery after PCI than men. Advances in new techniques and equipment, such as angioplasty catheters, as well as the clinical expertise of the physician performing the procedure, are helping to bring these rates into comparable levels between men and women [201; 203]. In addition, women have a significantly higher in-hospital mortality rate (6.0%) compared to men (2.3%) [203; 204]. One factor may be height, which has been shown to be predictive of risk level, with shorter people at highest risk. Other factors that may explain this finding include women’s more advanced age, increased comorbidities, and poor cardiovascular risk factor profiles, such as hypertension and diabetes. An important factor affecting procedural mortality in women is severity of disease. An independent effect of gender on acute mortality following PCI persists after adjusting for the baseline higher risk profile in women [203; 204].
Survival rates post-PCI are similar for men and women with regard to long-term outcomes. Four-year survival, however, is lower in women (89.2%) than in men (93.4%) [203]. While women have slightly fewer coronary events and a lower incidence of restenosis and need for additional revascularization (i.e., repeat PCI or CABG), symptomatic improvement is similar for men and women [201].

**Thrombolytic Therapy**
Thrombolytic therapy is frequently given to patients within the first six hours of presenting with possible cardiac symptoms. It has proved beneficial in restoring vessel patency and clinical outcomes in both men and women and has resulted in a 25% to 30% reduction in short-term mortality [200; 205]. However, women are less likely to receive thrombolysis to restore vessel patency in the management of acute MI for several reasons, including advanced age, delayed arrival at the hospital, and medical contraindications [205]. Even in those eligible, women are less likely to receive thrombolytic therapy [206]. The *Gruppo Italiano per lo Studio della Streptochinasi nell’infarto Miocardico* (GISSI-1) reported a significant reduction in the 21-day mortality in women who received IV streptokinase within six hours post-MI. Despite these promising outcomes, treated women’s mortality rates remain higher than men’s [206].

Women who are treated with thrombolytic therapy tend to experience more complications, such as stroke and major bleeding. Increased bleeding, especially severe intracranial bleeding, has been reported in some women, particularly elderly women [205]. This finding may be due to the administration of fixed dosages. Although not validated through research, women may require lower doses of these drugs to be consistent with their smaller body mass. This question remains unanswered because women have often been excluded from the clinical trials related to cardiac medications [206].

**SURGICAL INTERVENTION**
The Coronary Artery Surgery Study (CASS) investigated 2,800 women and 5,300 men who were experiencing severe enough chest pain to warrant a cardiac catheterization. This study revealed a number of differences in the preoperative status of men and women prior to bypass procedures. As discussed earlier, women were found to be at increased surgical risk because they tend to be older, have more unstable angina, frequent cardiac enlargement on chest x-ray, severe mitral regurgitation, and more symptoms and comorbidities, such as heart failure, hypertension, and diabetes. Factors that place women at lower risk include the fact that they tend to have fewer diseased arteries and less myocardial damage. In other words, women generally have better EFs and ventricular wall motion, as well as less left main stenosis and three-vessel disease [12; 20; 25; 26; 33]. It has been suggested that these differences in preoperative status may be less related to gender than to delays in the initial diagnosis and treatment of symptomatic heart disease in women. This delay translates into an older age and more frequent comorbidity in women at surgical presentation [207; 208].

Additional studies offer more encouraging news for women. One study of 2,200 patients who underwent CABG at Cleveland Clinic between 1993 and 2003 found no gender difference for inhospital mortality but did find that women have a longer length of stay after surgery as well as higher postoperative complications rates, factors that may affect a woman’s postdischarge recovery. Another study, conducted by several leading New England hospitals, compared patients and outcomes from 1987 to 1989 with those from 1993 to 1997. Researchers found that although women having CABG in the latter date range were older and sicker than those in the earlier range, the mortality rate had decreased [209].
In relation to referral patterns, women tend to be referred for surgery much later than men. In one study, fewer women with symptoms were referred for catheterization, and men underwent CABG four times as often as women. Women were referred more for symptoms of unstable angina, heart failure, and post-MI angina, while men were referred on the basis of a positive exercise ECG [20; 25]. As a result, women are more likely to have surgery on an emergency basis, with potentially fewer techniques available to the surgeon, rather than on an elective basis, as is common in men. For example, the use of left internal mammary artery (LIMA) grafts are accepted as the “gold standard” for surgical revascularization. Many studies have demonstrated better long-term patency rates and survival in patients undergoing CABG with LIMA [210]. However, one study found LIMA usage to be significantly less in women and other high-risk subgroups (i.e., the elderly, diabetics, patients having emergency CABG, poor LV function, respiratory disease) because the short-term risks of LIMA use are perceived to be greater than the long-term benefits [211]. The risk-to-benefit question is of increasing importance as the proportion of high-risk subgroups continues to rise [210; 212].

In terms of operative success, the perioperative mortality rate has been documented to be higher in women than in men, particularly in women younger than 50 years of age and women 50 to 59 years of age; however, advanced age is still considered to be a significant risk factor for women [213]. The higher mortality in women may be also attributed to pre-operative clinical status, other cardiovascular risk factors, and smaller body size and coronary artery diameter, which make anastomosing grafts more difficult. As surgical techniques become more refined, the latter issue may be less of a problem. For both men and women, operative mortality does decrease as height and vessel diameter increase. Therefore, vessel diameter, and perhaps not gender, is most indicative of operative success [20; 25; 33; 34]. Postoperative outcomes of women after CABG surgery have also been studied. The findings indicate that women experience increased hospital stays, higher complication rates, and greater postoperative morbidity, leading to more hospital readmissions compared to men [25; 214]. Women report less relief of angina, poorer health, and more symptoms than men [33; 212]. Improved surgical techniques, such as off-pump coronary artery bypass appear to be safe, effective alternatives to CABG for high-risk patients, including women, and provide lower mortality and complication rates and shorter hospital stays [209]. The 5- and 10-year survival rates post-CABG are similar for men and women [215; 216].

An interesting study has compared the symptoms experienced by men and women during the first four weeks of recovery post-CABG surgery. Women reported numbness and discomfort in their breasts, while men reported more fatigue, incisional pain, and negative emotions. Both men and women felt their recovery emotions were related to their social roles and circumstances [212]. For instance, women were concerned and anxious about who would care for them during their home recovery, as they tended to be older and live alone. In contrast, men were more concerned first with their immediate physical recovery symptoms and secondly with return to work issues [217]. Researchers have noted that women tend to find strength for the postoperative recovery phase from their own spirituality and relationships with others, especially their families, friends, and social networks [218]. One study found that women’s primary concerns shifted over the course of a year after cardiac surgery [219]. In the first postoperative month, women were most concerned with issues related to future plans, such as progress in recovery and resuming their lifestyle. By one year after surgery, women were most concerned about diet, and more than half of the women were exercising more.
CARDIAC REHABILITATION

Both inpatient and outpatient cardiac rehabilitation programs are an essential component of heart disease treatment in women. Challenges abound in providing phase I inpatient rehabilitation due to decreasing lengths of stay. Therefore, there is a need to emphasize survival skills to the female cardiac patient, as well as to enroll her in an outpatient phase II program. Despite these needs, reported compliance rates for formal cardiac rehabilitation programs, for both men and women, range anywhere from 21% to 75% [220].

This range in compliance rates may be a reflection of the referring physician. For example, researchers have found that as few as 7% of eligible cardiac patients are referred to a cardiac rehabilitation program and an even smaller percentage are referred for outpatient rehabilitation following hospital discharge. Lack of adherence to or awareness about referral guidelines or disagreement with guidelines may be contributing factors in low referral rates. This is important because the strength of the physician's recommendation is strongly associated with patient compliance [221]. Factors affecting physician referral include positive perceptions of a short distance to the rehabilitation site, perceived barriers to uptake of rehabilitation, limited general knowledge about cardiac rehabilitation programs (e.g., attributes, benefits), lack of insurance coverage, and low physicians' fees [222; 223].

Women tend to be referred for cardiac rehabilitation post-MI or CABG surgery less often than men and, thus, have lower overall participation rates. This is true even though an estimated 40% of cardiac events occur in women [15; 20; 218; 221]. In one study, of the 91% of female patients that were eligible for outpatient cardiac rehabilitation, only 48% were referred by their physician, in comparison to 67% of men [224]. Of those women who participated in outpatient rehabilitation, 75% completed the program versus 88% of the men. Thus, it appears that women have higher dropout rates compared with male cardiac patients, despite their higher risk of decreased quality of life and functional ability following an MI [221].

A number of factors account for the lower program completion rates among women. These factors include family commitments, financial concerns such as insurance barriers, and lack of spousal support. Other reasons for decreased program attendance in both men and women include transportation problems, distance, cost, work conflicts, medical reasons, and having a sense of personal control over their condition [222; 225]. Societal barriers, such as low education, also may impede enrollment in a rehabilitation program [226]. However, women's attendance at cardiac rehabilitation programs is more often affected by medical reasons compared to men, with complaints of increased angina and other associated symptoms, comorbidities such as arthritis and peripheral vascular disease, and/or a need for admission to transitional care postdischarge. This trend may be due to the presence of more cardiovascular risk factors and increasing cardiac symptoms in women [25; 224; 227]. On the other hand, men usually receive more family support and are accompanied by their spouse to cardiac rehabilitation programs more often than women, a finding that may partially explain women's higher dropout rates. Clearly, cardiac rehabilitation programs should be structured to the unique needs of women [221; 228]. Home-based cardiac rehabilitation programs are another attractive option for women, especially for the elderly and homebound [15; 20].

Nurse-led coordination of care after hospital discharge may have a role in improving rehabilitation uptake [229]. Some experts advocate giving nurses more responsibility to educate and motivate women to complete their recovery by participating in outpatient cardiac rehabilitation [230]. By assessing each woman prior to discharge, those who are at increased risk for not participating may be identified and targeted for follow-up. This assessment should include: a woman's psychologic state, namely anxiety and depression; other psychosocial factors, such as unemployment, lower educational and socioeconomic status, and lack of social support; and functional status.
Combined systematic and liaison-facilitated referral has been found to result in significantly greater enrollment in cardiac rehabilitation programs among women. One prospective study included 2,635 coronary artery disease inpatients that utilized one of four referral strategies [231]. All participants completed a sociodemographic survey, and one year later, 1,809 participants (452 [25%] women) completed a mailed survey that assessed their utilization of cardiac rehabilitation. Overall, more men than women were referred to (67.2% and 57.8%, respectively) and enrolled in (58.6% men and 49.3% women, respectively) a cardiac rehabilitation program. Among the women, combined systematic and liaison-facilitated referral resulted in significantly greater referral to and enrollment in a cardiac rehabilitation program when compared with usual referral strategies.

Activity and Exercise

While women have a lower aerobic capacity at baseline and after exercise training, the magnitude of their improvement is similar to or greater than that of men after a 12-week program. In other words, cardiac rehabilitation may actually have greater benefit for women because they begin with a lower functional capacity. Women develop increased physical work capacity and lower their myocardial oxygen demand through exercise training and achieve the same training effects as men [227; 232]. In addition to exercise, cardiac rehabilitation also favorably alters other cardiovascular risk factors [233; 234]. In one study, both men and women showed a trend in decreasing mean weight and quitting smoking. Yet, no changes in their lipid profiles were found before or after the program [227].

Women have a tendency to begin household activities early in the postdischarge period, often immediately upon discharge, then increase progression of their activities by the third or fourth week. In studying psychosocial responses, women tend to experience guilt feelings if they are not able to assume their usual household activities after their cardiac illness and often resist help from their family members because they do not perceive chores as a strenuous activity [212]. In contrast, men tend to rest for a period prior to progressing activity levels and begin to walk at approximately three to four weeks after discharge from the hospital [25]. As a result, women tend to be active at higher metabolic equivalent levels compared to men, most likely due to the earlier resumption of household activities. This is an area of major concern in the treatment of female patients due to their higher mortality rate post-MI. Women also experience more depression in association with their cardiac illness compared to men, which may be associated with activity limitations due to recurring symptoms and poorer health [20; 221].

Return to Work

According to research presented at the Acute Cardiac Care Congress 2013, a delay in treating patients with MI postpones their return to work and increases early retirement [235]. Researchers conducted a population-based cohort study that included 4,061 patients younger than 67 years of age admitted with STEMI during a 13-year period (1999–2011) and treated with PCI. Only patients who were employed either full-time or part-time before their admission were included in the study. After four years of follow-up, 91% of the study population had returned to work. After eight years of follow-up, 29% had retired. After adjusting for confounding factors, the researchers found that a delay in treatment of more than 120 minutes was associated with a postponed return to work. They also discovered that after eight years, a long delay in treatment of MI resulted in a 21% increase in patients’ retirement rate. Researchers found no differences between men and women in the effect of treatment delay, but did find that men returned to work later than women [235].
Psychosocial Support
Another component of cardiac rehabilitation involves psychosocial support. This support may be provided either individually or in group settings [221]. Support groups may be offered as an intervention to meet the unique needs and concerns of women with heart disease. Because women tend to be more process- and relationship-oriented, they may have a need to talk about their experience with other women, family, friends, and healthcare providers after the cardiac event. Asking female cardiac patients what they believe caused their cardiac illness and what fears they have, as well as what the experience means to them or what they have learned as a result of their heart condition, may be helpful [20; 183].

Cardiac support groups may also be designed to include family members in addition to the female cardiac patient. Many different kinds of groups may be offered to provide support during the acute and convalescent phases. For instance, a support group could be offered to the families of women who have undergone CABG surgery. Family members could be asked how they perceive their relative is responding to the cardiac event and how the event is affecting their lives [183]. Other groups may be offered for only the patient, for example after recovering from an MI, or the group may be structured to also include the patient’s spouse or significant other. Regardless of the approach used, the group sessions should be scheduled at times that are convenient for women and their families.

Several experts have described the common themes discussed in either patient, spouse, or couple support group settings. The common themes often discussed in patient-only groups include [236]:

- Reliving the coronary event and searching for a reason or cause for the event
- Hiding anger and depression from the family
- Uncertainty about the future
- Separation anxiety related to discharge from the hospital
- Change in family roles
- Ambivalence about medical care
- Change in sex life and fear of sex
- Dependence-independence conflict in marital relationships
- Need for control
- Conflictual relationships with young children
- Feelings of anger, hostility, helplessness, and dependency

While these themes have been reported in numerous group settings with cardiac patients and families, more research is needed to determine whether the themes are equally common when the patient is a female [236]. Perhaps some of these themes are more prevalent or are only reported in cases of men with heart disease. In addition, some themes would undoubtedly only be present when a woman in the family has heart disease.

In contrast, couple groups were concerned with issues such as expressing anger, imparting information, instilling hope, redefining wellness, identifying with others, and an altruistic concern for others. Themes in spouse groups have centered on the following areas [236]:

- Concern for the patient’s medical condition, discharge from the hospital, and emotional ability
- Emotions such as anger, frustration, insecurity, guilt, loss, and uncertainty
- Anxiety about the future
- Sexual-related fears
- Conflict between self-expression and a need to protect spouse
- Catharsis
- Fear of upsetting patient
- Change in interpersonal relationships
- Sense of responsibility for patient’s recovery
- Death
- Depression and psychosomatic symptoms
As with patient-only group themes, further investigation is needed to determine if the themes of couple and spouse groups are similar when the cardiac patient is a woman. These relationships will most likely be affected in unique ways when a woman in the family is struck with heart disease.

Regardless of whether a medical or surgical approach is taken in the treatment of women with heart disease, patients should be encouraged to enroll in an outpatient cardiac rehabilitation program. These programs have shown that women can favorably impact their cardiovascular risk profile and obtain physiologic benefits of aerobic exercise. Furthermore, addressing psychosocial aspects of care through support groups or individual therapy may be helpful.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING PRACTICE**

Women with heart problems are in special need of patient advocates. Nurses have a crucial role in supporting female patients to ensure they receive appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic care. In addition to briefly exploring this patient advocate role, this section will present common nursing diagnoses for women with heart disease during the acute care phase.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR ASSESSMENT**

The main implication for assessment in women is recognition that chest pain may not be their presenting symptom. Women have more complaints of vague chest pain that warrant further workup. It is important to anticipate nonspecific signs and symptoms, such as back pain and loss of appetite. It is important to be aware of the possibility of occult heart disease in women older than 65 years of age. Unrecognized heart disease may complicate the recovery course of women who are hospitalized for noncardiac problems, as women have more episodes of silent ischemia and infarction. Nurses have a critical role in the thorough assessment of patients and in providing education on reduction of cardiovascular risk factors and recognition of signs and symptoms of heart disease [237].

**EVALUATION OF MEDICAL THERAPY**

While little literature exists on the specific treatment of women with heart disease, it has generally been believed that women will respond to the same therapeutic interventions as men. However, the clinical outcomes may be quite different. Therefore, it is important not to assume that what has been learned about men through practice or research may be equally applied to women [238; 239]. The unique physiologic aspects of women's cardiovascular systems should be considered when implementing medical therapy [238; 239].

Nurses have a special role to play as patient advocates when caring for women with cardiac problems. Nurses should encourage symptomatic women to interact with their physician to obtain a correct diagnosis and suggest appropriate cardiac diagnostic tests, such as exercise echocardiograms. If female patients are not responding to medical or nursing interventions, nurses should question if these are the right techniques. By detecting subtle changes in a woman's response to treatment, nurses can provide input and suggestions for the plan of care. For instance, if anginal episodes post-MI are not resolving, changing to a cardioselective beta blocker and adding nitrates to the medication regime may be suggested. In addition, nurses can request researchers to gather data on women or replicate studies with women. With increased understanding of female responses to heart disease, nurses will be able to identify and test more appropriate interventions. If women and men respond differently to cardiac events, nursing care standards should then be modified and integrated into clinical practice accordingly [238; 239].

**NURSING MANAGEMENT DURING THE ACUTE PHASE**

Several sequelae may occur in women with heart disease during the acute hospitalization phase, including decreased cardiac output, alteration in comfort level or pain, knowledge deficit, activity intolerance, body image disturbance, and sexual dysfunction [239]. Each of these will be further explored, with special consideration given to implications for treatment in female patients.
Decreased Cardiac Output

Decreased cardiac output is one of the most significant sequelae in women with heart disease. This diagnosis exists whether the woman is experiencing angina or MI or is recovering from cardiac surgery, although the nursing implications may vary with each clinical scenario.

It is important to recognize that female cardiac patients experiencing angina have a more favorable prognosis than men. However, prevention of an acute MI is paramount in this group, because when a woman does have an MI, she has an unfavorable prognosis. A comprehensive cardiovascular risk assessment should be performed, focusing on both traditional and female-specific risk factors (e.g., myocardial dysfunction, blood loss, increase in intrapericardial pressure, changes in cardiac rhythm and/or electrical conduction) [240]. When these risk factors have been identified, female patients may be educated and counseled about strategies to reduce their coronary risks through various lifestyle modifications [138; 240].

During the post-MI phase, female patients have significant morbidity and mortality. Assess for the presence of other diseases that may impact the patient’s recovery, such as diabetes or hypertension, as well as early manifestations of heart failure [138]. Several pharmacologic considerations in relation to cardiac output status apply in these patients. Cardiac medications, such as antidysrhythmics, may be less indicated in women because complex ventricular ectopy or ventricular dysrhythmias are not associated with as severe adverse prognoses as in men. It is also important to recognize that thiazide diuretics used in conjunction with antihypertensives to treat hypertension may have hyperlipidemic effects. Estrogen protects women against hyperlipidemia, so cholesterol levels should be closely monitored, especially in menopausal women [20].

Beta-blockers have been extensively evaluated in placebo-controlled clinical trials including many types of patients, including women and the elderly [241]. Three beta-blockers (i.e., carvedilol, bisoprolol, and sustained-release metoprolol [succinate]) have been found to be beneficial in women with heart failure when added to an ACEI [242; 243]. Carvedilol is a nonselective agent that improved survival in the 256 women who participated in the U.S. Carvedilol Heart Failure Study; it also reduced the combined end point of death or hospital stay in the 469 women who participated in the Carvedilol Prospective Randomized Cumulative Survival Study (COPERNICUS) trial. Bisoprolol and metoprolol succinate are beta-selective agents. Bisoprolol improved survival in the 515 women who participated in the European CIBIS II (Cardiac Insufficiency Bisoprolol Study); its use in heart failure is unlabeled. Metoprolol succinate had no survival benefit in the 898 women who participated in the Metoprolol Extended-Release Randomized Intervention Trial in Heart Failure but did reduce heart failure hospital stay by 42% [242]. Because reinfarction rates tend to be higher in women, beta blockers are an important part of treatment [12]. However, women tend to experience more medication side effects and suffer from more peripheral vascular disease, such as Raynaud’s phenomenon, than men. Cardioselective beta blockers, such as atenolol or metoprolol, are a better choice for therapy in women, as nonselective agents have adverse effects on the peripheral circulation, magnifying vasospasm and vasoconstriction [241]. Additionally, beta blockers may not be the optimal first-line medication choice in diabetic women and should be used cautiously due to their hyperglycemic effects [153].
After PCI or cardiac surgery, female cardiac patients are also at increased risk for mortality, primarily those who are older and have more comorbid disease [244]. At the time of these procedures, assess the patient’s status to determine the presence of other factors or comorbidities that may impact recovery. Anticipating potential complications during the acute phase may help reduce morbidity and mortality [244]. Management during the acute phase should be directed toward early detection and prevention of possible complications and prompt intervention when adverse events occur [244]. Unless contraindicated, angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) are recommended for women with heart failure with current or prior symptoms who are intolerant of ACEIs to reduce morbidity and mortality [243].

**Pain**

Pain is another nursing diagnosis that applies to women with heart disease. Nitroglycerin and calcium channel blockers are the drugs of choice for the management of angina in women [245; 246; 247]. These medications dilate coronary arteries and are used to treat coronary artery spasms. Sublingual nitroglycerin can be used for acute relief of angina and prophylactically before activities that may precipitate angina. Long-acting, heart rate-slowing calcium channel blockers can be used to control anginal symptoms in patients with a contraindication to beta-blockers [246]. Because few women have been included in clinical trials of cardiac medications, the gender-related differences in the efficacy of these medications are not known. Therefore, women may not require the same drug dosage as men. Fluctuations in vasomotor tone may be significant because women have smaller coronary arteries. Consequently, women may require lower doses of medications such as nitrates and calcium channel blockers. However, because angina tends to be more severe in women than in men, anti-anginal treatment may need to be more intensive [12; 33].

Special considerations exist in relation to assessing chest pain in premenopausal women who may have cyclic hormonal variation to their cardiac symptoms. For instance, angina tends to occur during the second half of the menstrual cycle, when estrogen levels are low. Therefore, current menstrual cycle information is an essential part of assessment [248; 249].

**Knowledge Deficit**

Patient education for women with heart disease should incorporate several components, including the disease process, diagnostic tests, medications, the recovery process, and risk factor modification. In relation to the disease process, female patients should be taught symptom recognition and early treatment of possible complications. The positive long-term outcomes of women with angina and post-PCI and CABG surgery should be stressed when counseling patients regarding the recovery process. Medication teaching should include a description of the action and effects of the cardiac medication, along with the dosage, frequency, and possible side effects. The nurse may also act as a patient advocate with regard to diagnostic testing. Attempt to ensure that the appropriate diagnostic tests and treatment procedures are provided to the patient. Finally, risk factor modification enhances the patient’s progress and quality of life [250].

Other considerations related to patient teaching focus on providing women-centered education. Much of the teaching and audio-visual materials available to women with heart disease were developed primarily with men in mind. Therefore, patient teaching materials should be modified so that patients can see other women and learn about their own unique needs [250]. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) offers booklets that cover heart healthy topics such as prevention, awareness, diet, exercise, and smoking cessation [250; 251].
Additionally, a woman’s level of health literacy can affect the course of heart disease, including readmissions and early death. According to a research summary compiled by the CDC, patients with limited health literacy face difficulties performing self-care activities (e.g., monitoring weight, salt, fluid intake) [252]. The findings support training healthcare staff to deliver tailored education that matches a patient’s health literacy skills. Family members should also be included in cardiac teaching, with emphasis on how they can support the female family member with heart disease. For instance, family members can be taught to encourage the patient to follow activity recommendations after discharge from the hospital. Family involvement to recognize signs and symptoms of complications postdischarge has become more important than ever with the trend towards shortened hospital stays. Other strategies to detect early complications after discharge include follow-up telephone programs and the use of home health nursing when appropriate [230; 251].

**Activity Intolerance**

Due to complications, women may be slow to mobilize in the acute care setting. Comorbidities such as arthritis and diabetes may also affect activity levels. As a result, activity progression should be modified as needed. However, cardiac rehabilitation should begin as soon as possible during the inpatient phase as well as in the outpatient phase. Ensuring that female patients are connected with cardiac rehabilitation programs in their community may facilitate this intervention [253].

**Body Image Disturbance**

A qualitative study with female CABG patients has examined experiences related to body image. The most frequently occurring themes were concern over lack of privacy in the hospital setting, difficulty adjusting to short-term memory loss, extreme breast discomfort, and visibility of chest and leg scars [33]. Therefore, female cardiac patients may need assistance in exploring concerns and attitudes related to the impact of their cardiac illness on their body image.

**Sexual Dysfunction**

Researchers interviewed 17 women with monogamous sexual partners in the Translational Research Investigating Underlying Disparities in Acute Myocardial Infarction Patients’ Health Status (TRIUMPH) registry to understand the recovery of sexual function and improve sexual outcomes in women post-MI [199]. Although the women universally expressed a desire to receive direct advice from their physician (particularly their cardiologist) about when they could safely resume sexual activity and how much exertion would be safe for their heart, the study findings indicated that the few women who had discussed sexual activity with their physician found the counseling to be vague or confusing. Lack of counseling by a physician has been found to be one of the predictors of loss of sexual activity following MI, despite recommendations for such counseling by the ACCF/AHA and the European Society of Cardiology [199].

**NURSING DIAGNOSIS AND INTERVENTIONS**

Several nursing diagnoses are relevant to the female cardiac patient during both the preventive and acute care stages. This section will summarize these nursing diagnoses along with appropriate nursing interventions and measurable expected outcomes for both the patient and the family [254].

- **Altered health maintenance** related to lack of education, readiness, or motivation to modify cardiovascular risk factors

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will describe lifestyles that promote cardiovascular health.
2. The patient will describe and demonstrate health behaviors that are needed to manage the cardiac condition.
Nursing Interventions

1. Assess patient’s knowledge level of primary prevention strategies:
   - Avoidance of smoking
   - Low-fat and low-cholesterol diet
   - Zero to moderate alcohol consumption
   - Regular exercise program
   - Stress management techniques

2. Teach patient the importance of secondary prevention:
   - Control of hypertension
   - Dietary or pharmacologic management of abnormal blood lipids
   - Management and control of diabetes

3. Determine knowledge that the patient and family require to implement primary and secondary prevention strategies.

4. Assess the need for other resources or referrals to assist the patient and/or family.

   - **Decreased cardiac output** related to electrophysiologic, mechanical, or structural problems of the heart

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will maintain an adequate cardiac output to meet the needs of body tissue demands, as evidenced by:
   - Vital signs within normal range
   - Optimal skin color, temperature, and peripheral pulses
   - Optimal respiratory and neurologic status
   - Optimal renal perfusion evidenced by intake and output and/or daily weight within normal limits

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Assess skin color and temperature and peripheral pulses. Examine for the presence of edema.

2. Assess respiratory rate, breath sounds, and heart sounds. 

3. Assess intake/output and weight every day.

4. Assess neurologic status (e.g., mental status, level of consciousness).

5. Assess patient’s tolerance of activity each day and modify activity progression as needed.

6. Administer cardiac medications and/or treatments as ordered.

   - **Alteration in tissue perfusion:** Cardiopulmonary, related to myocardial ischemia or infarction or electromechanical problems of the heart

**Expected Outcome**

1. The patient will demonstrate adequate or improved cardiopulmonary tissue perfusion as evidenced by:
   - Systolic blood pressure greater than or equal to 90 mm Hg
   - Absence of dysrhythmias
   - Respiration sounds normal
   - Balanced intake/output
   - Lab values within normal limits
   - Improved comfort level

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Monitor hemodynamic parameters and EKG rhythm.

2. Instruct patient to report level of pain on 0 to 10 scale.

3. Assess heart sounds and breath sounds.
4. Instruct patient to avoid activity and exercise if symptoms occur and to promptly report any symptoms experienced.

5. Administer medications and/or treatments as ordered.

- **Pain** related to myocardial ischemia or infarction, cardiac procedure, and/or CABG surgery

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will describe level of chest discomfort.
2. The patient will communicate relief of pain to a tolerable level.
3. The patient will be able to perform expected activities for recovery.
4. The patient will verbalize understanding of the pain management plan.

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Assess comfort level on a 0 to 10 scale every 2 hours for 24 hours and then at least every 4 hours.
2. Assess patient's physiologic and behavioral responses to pain.
3. Assess relationship of patient's activities to pain and discomfort.
4. Instruct patient to report pain promptly so pain relief measures may be instituted before the level of pain gets out of control.
5. Reassure patient and family on expected pain relief measures every 12 hours.
6. Collaborate with patient and family to develop a plan for pain control.
7. Administer analgesics or treatments as ordered for daily pain management.
8. Instruct patient and family on alternative comfort measures, such as relaxation and diversion, as appropriate every day.

- **Activity intolerance** related to alterations in oxygen transport system associated with cardiac problems

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will identify factors that aggravate activity intolerance and verbalize understanding of need to increase activity level after undergoing cardiac procedure or surgery.
2. The patient will demonstrate desire and ability to progress with activity and exercise patterns on a daily basis.
3. The patient will demonstrate a decrease in physiologic signs and symptoms of activity intolerance.

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Monitor patient's vital signs in lying, sitting, and standing positions prior to ambulation and/or exercise.
2. Notify physician if patient's heart rate increases more than 20 beats per minute from baseline or if blood pressure drops more than 10–15 mm Hg from baseline values.
3. Ambulate patient with assistance, monitoring vital signs and oxygen saturation if indicated; stop activity if vital signs change according to guidelines above or if oxygen saturation drops below 90%.
4. Teach patient and family about activity and exercise pattern, especially emphasizing importance of increasing activity level by adding minutes each day to the exercise program, as opposed to emphasizing the distance walked.
5. Instruct patient and family on signs and symptoms of activity intolerance and alternative methods of completing daily living activities, including use of assistive devices if needed.
- **Knowledge deficit** related to lack of knowledge regarding cardiovascular risk factors, symptomatology, diagnostic tests, treatments and procedures, and/or surgical interventions

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will verbalize understanding of risk factors for heart disease, including both traditional and gender-specific factors, about her cardiac illness or event as well as cardiac procedures and/or surgical intervention.
2. The patient will demonstrate behaviors to modify alterable risk factors, including smoking history, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diet, exercise, birth control methods, and HRT.

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Assess patient’s and family’s current knowledge base and readiness/ability to learn.
2. Develop realistic teaching/learning objectives with patient and family as appropriate.
3. Provide individualized instructions to patient and family on specific aspects of care every day; reinforce information as needed.
4. Allow patient and family to verbalize concerns and questions about care as needed.
5. Encourage family to participate in care as desired.
6. Assess patient’s and family’s current knowledge base related to the cardiac event and evaluate if patient/family can verbalize/demonstrate information learned as needed.

- **Anxiety** related to impact of acute or chronic cardiac illness and/or surgical procedure

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will verbalize thoughts, feelings, and fears about current cardiac illness and/or surgery and support systems/other resources to cope with the current illness stressors.
2. The patient will verbalize understanding of hospital environment and routine as well as cardiac procedures and treatments.
3. The patient will verbalize decreased feelings of anxiety as well as demonstrate decreased physical symptoms of anxiety.

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Assess patient’s level of anxiety and knowledge of the condition and the treatment.
2. Encourage patient to verbalize feelings and causes of anxiety.
3. Provide information on the condition and treatment to patient and family.
5. Instruct patient on measures to decrease anxiety.

- **Body image disturbance** related to acute cardiac event and/or surgical procedure

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will verbalize thoughts, feelings, and fears about recent cardiac illness and/or surgery.
2. The patient will assume role-related responsibilities and develop confidence in ability to accomplish whatever is desired.
**Nursing Interventions**

1. Encourage patient to express feelings about how she views herself after the cardiac event; clarify any misconceptions expressed.

2. Assess the meaning of the cardiac illness/event to the patient; support her in responding to the loss through the stages of denial, shock, anger, and depression.

3. Encourage patient to ask questions about cardiac problem, prognosis, treatments, and progress; provide information requested and reinforce to patient and family as necessary.

4. With surgical patients, assist women in resolving altered body image by encouraging them to view and touch the surgical site.

5. Encourage visits from family, significant others, and peers to provide support.

6. Encourage contact with other women who have experienced cardiac health problems to show the patient how they have successfully adapted.

7. Provide family members and significant others opportunity to express feelings and fears related to patient’s cardiac illness and/or surgery.

8. Inform patient and family of community resources available, such as Mended Hearts, sponsored by the AHA.

- **Sexual dysfunction** related to serious cardiac illness or surgical procedure

**Expected Outcomes**

1. The patient will verbalize concerns about sexual functioning and a desire to resume sexual activity.

2. The patient will identify current life stressors.

3. The patient will express increased satisfaction with her sexuality pattern.

**Nursing Interventions**

1. Assess patient’s sexual history, including usual sexual pattern, problems, and expectations.

2. Assist patient in developing a plan to modify lifestyle to reduce stress if negatively impacting sexual functioning (e.g., exercise program).

3. Encourage patient to express concerns and fears related to resuming sexual activities after acute cardiac event; stress the importance of patient sharing these concerns with her partner.

4. Encourage patient to resume sexual patterns as close to prior to cardiac event as possible.

5. Teach patient techniques to reduce cardiac workload, such as resting before engaging in sexual activity and avoiding sexual relations directly after eating and when tired. Sexual activity should also be terminated if chest discomfort or dyspnea occurs.

**SUMMARY**

Caring for women with heart disease requires knowledge of several nursing considerations, which may be broken down into the acute care phase and the primary prevention phase. Common nursing diagnoses and interventions focus on maintaining an adequate cardiac output, controlling pain, progressing activity and exercise, teaching the patient and family about the disease process and treatment, as well as attending to psychosocial concerns, such as body image alterations and sexual difficulties. Of course, women who suffer an acute cardiac event will benefit from secondary prevention strategies during the convalescent period.
PREVENTION STRATEGIES

While risk factor modification is the mainstay of primary prevention in both men and women, these strategies are not without their challenges. Because women present with heart disease an average of 5 to 10 years later than men, convincing them of the need to make lifestyle changes in the absence of symptoms may be difficult. Furthermore, the benefits of risk factor modification may not be apparent for many years due to the slow progression or later manifestation of heart disease in women [117; 255].

Despite the statistics, many women do not have an accurate picture of the threat that heart disease holds. Surveys show that women are far more afraid of breast cancer than heart disease, despite the fact that breast cancer is responsible for the deaths of one in 30 women, and heart disease claims the lives of one in three women [3; 117]. In 2012, 56% of women identified heart disease as the leading cause of death in women [256]. Not only do women not recognize heart disease as a significant health problem, many women are not aware that the signs and symptoms may differ from those of men [3].

More energy should be directed to breaking down the barrier of beliefs that heart disease primarily occurs in the male population. In fact, heart disease occurs and is fatal equally between the sexes [257]. To that end, risk factor teaching to women should emphasize the positive impact that lifestyle changes make on overall health. With modification of one or more cardiovascular risk factors, other areas may also be affected favorably [3; 258]. For instance, the woman who successfully quits smoking will undoubtedly witness improvement in her lipid profile, specifically an increase in HDL levels.

PRIMARY PREVENTION

Primary prevention of cardiovascular disease begins with general screening, including a detailed history, assessment of general health, a review of cardiovascular risk factors, and measurement of weight, blood pressure, and cholesterol. With regard to total cholesterol, the initial screen should be done at 20 years of age and followed up thereafter every five years. With female patients, obstetrician/gynecologists play a key role in this screening process. If cholesterol levels are greater than 200 mg/dL, additional testing of lipoproteins, specifically HDL and LDL, and annual checks are warranted [70].

Table 6 outlines primary prevention recommendations for women, jointly developed by several organizations including the AHA, the CDC, and the NIH’s Office of Research on Women’s Health.

Assessment of Cardiovascular Risk Level

Over the last several years, clinics that are focused on the prevention of heart disease have emerged within hospital centers across the country [255; 260]. These clinics typically include a personalized cardiovascular assessment, goal setting, and individualized education to help women meet their goals for achieving a heart healthy lifestyle. A number of cardiovascular risk assessment tools are available to provide women with a relative risk level for the development of heart disease [3; 258]. These tools assess factors such as:

- Age
- Family history of heart disease and other medical conditions
- Personal history of cardiac symptoms, diagnosed conditions, treatments, and procedures
- Smoking history, blood pressure, cholesterol (total, LDL, HDL, total cholesterol:HDL ratio, triglycerides)
- Weight, body mass index (BMI), waist-hip ratio (WHR)
- Presence of diabetes, exercise
- Stress levels
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### Lifestyle Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cigarette smoking</strong></td>
<td>Women should not smoke and should avoid environmental tobacco smoke. Provide counseling, nicotine replacement, and other pharmacotherapy as indicated in conjunction with a behavioral program or formal smoking cessation program (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical activity</strong></td>
<td>Women should accumulate at least 150 minutes/week of moderate exercise, 75 minutes/week of vigorous exercise, or an equivalent combination of moderate- and vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity. Aerobic activity should be performed in episodes of at least 10 minutes, preferably spread throughout the week (Class I, Level B). Women should also be advised that additional cardiovascular benefits are provided by increasing moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity to 5 hours/week, 2.5 hours/week of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or an equivalent combination of both (Class I; Level of Evidence B). Women should be advised to engage in muscle-strengthening activities that involve all major muscle groups performed on ≥2 days/week (Class I; Level of Evidence B). Women who need to lose weight or sustain weight loss should accumulate a minimum of 60 to 90 minutes of at least moderate-intensity physical activity (e.g., brisk walking) on most, and preferably all, days of the week (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rehabilitation</strong></td>
<td>A comprehensive risk-reduction regimen, such as cardiovascular or stroke rehabilitation or a physician-guided home- or community-based exercise training program, should be recommended to women with a recent acute coronary syndrome or coronary intervention, new-onset or chronic angina, recent cerebrovascular event, peripheral arterial disease (Class I, Level A), or current/prior symptoms of heart failure and a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) &lt;35% (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dietary intake</strong></td>
<td>Women should consume a diet rich in fruits and vegetables; choose whole-grain, high-fiber foods, consume fish, especially oily fish, at least twice a week; limit intake of saturated fat to &lt;7% of total energy intake, cholesterol to &lt;150 mg/d, alcohol intake to no more than 1 drink per day, sodium intake to &lt;1,500 mg/d (approximately 1 tsp salt); and avoid consumption of trans fatty acids (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight maintenance/reduction</strong></td>
<td>Women should maintain or lose weight through an appropriate balance of physical activity, caloric intake, and formal behavioral programs when indicated to maintain/achieve a body mass index (BMI) between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m² and a waist circumference ≤35 in (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Omega 3 fatty acids</strong></td>
<td>Consumption of omega-3 fatty acids in the form of fish or in capsule form (e.g., eicosapentaenoic acid [EPA] 1,800 mg/d) may be considered in women with hypercholesterolemia and/or hypertriglyceridemia for primary and secondary prevention. Note: Fish oil dietary supplements may have widely variable amounts of EPA and DHA (likely the only active ingredients) (Class IIb, Level B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Major Risk Factor Interventions

| Blood pressure—optimal level and lifestyle | Encourage an optimal blood pressure of <120/80 mm Hg through lifestyle approaches such as weight control, increased physical activity, alcohol moderation, sodium restriction, and increased consumption of fresh fruits, vegetables, and low-fat dairy products (Class I, Level B). |
| Blood pressure—pharmacotherapy | Pharmacotherapy in indicated when blood pressure is ≥140/90 mm Hg or at a lower blood pressure (≥130/80 mm Hg) in the setting of chronic kidney disease or diabetes. Thiazide diuretics should be part of the drug regimen for most patients unless contraindicated or if there are compelling indications for other agents in specific vascular diseases. Initial treatment of high-risk women should be with beta blockers and/or angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs), with addition of other drugs such as thiazides as needed to achieve goal blood pressure (Class I, Level A). Criteria for high risk include established CHD, cerebrovascular disease, peripheral arterial disease, abdominal aortic aneurysm, end-stage or chronic renal disease, diabetes mellitus, and 10-year Framingham risk >20%. |

*Table 6 continues on next page.*
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### Major Risk Factor Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipid and lipoprotein levels—optimal levels and lifestyle</strong></td>
<td>The following levels of lipids and lipoproteins in women should be encouraged through lifestyle approaches: LDL &lt;100 mg/dL, HDL &gt;50 mg/dL, triglycerides &lt;150 mg/dL, and non-HDL (total cholesterol minus HDL cholesterol) &lt;130 mg/dL (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipids—pharmacotherapy for high-risk women</strong></td>
<td>Utilize LDL-lowering drug therapy simultaneously with lifestyle therapy in women with CHD to achieve an LDL &lt;100 mg/dL (Class I, Level A) and similarly in women with other atherosclerotic CVD or diabetes or 10-year absolute risk &gt;20% (Class I, Level B). A reduction to &lt;70 mg/dL is reasonable in very high-risk women with CHD and may require an LDL-lowering drug combination (Class IIa, Level B). Criteria for very high-risk include established CVD plus any of the following: multiple major risk factors, severe and poorly controlled risk factors, diabetes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipids—pharmacotherapy for other at-risk women</strong></td>
<td>Utilize LDL-lowering therapy if LDL level is ≥130 mg/dL with lifestyle therapy and there are multiple risk factors and 10-year absolute risk 10% to 20% (Class I, Level B). Utilize LDL-lowering therapy if LDL level is &gt;160 mg/dL with lifestyle therapy and multiple risk factors even if 10-year absolute risk is &lt;10% (Class I, Level B). Utilize LDL-lowering therapy if LDL ≥190 mg/dL regardless of the presence or absence of other risk factors or CVD on lifestyle therapy (Class I, Level B). In women &gt;60 years of age and with an estimated CHD risk 10%, statins could be considered if hsCRP is &gt;2 mg/dL after lifestyle modification and no acute inflammatory process is present (Class IIb, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipids—pharmacotherapy for low HDL, or elevated non-HDL, high-risk women</strong></td>
<td>Utilize niacin or fibrate therapy when HDL is low or non-HDL is elevated in high-risk women after LDL goal is reached (Class IIa, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipids—pharmacotherapy for low HDL or elevated non-HDL, other at-risk women</strong></td>
<td>Consider niacin or fibrate therapy when HDL is low (&lt;50 mg/dL) or non-HDL is elevated (&gt;130 mg/dL) after LDL goal is reached in women with multiple risk factors and a 10-year absolute risk 10% to 20% (Class IIb, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diabetes</strong></td>
<td>Lifestyle and pharmacotherapy should be used as indicated in women with diabetes to achieve an HbA1c &lt;7% if this can be accomplished without significant hypoglycemia (Class IIa, Level B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Preventive Drug Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspirin, high risk</strong></td>
<td>Aspirin therapy (75–325 mg/d) should be used in high-risk women unless contraindicated (Class I, Level A). If a high-risk woman is intolerant of aspirin therapy, clopidogrel should be substituted (Class I, Level B). Aspirin therapy (75–325 mg/d) is reasonable in women with diabetes unless contraindicated (Class IIa, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspirin—other at-risk or healthy women</strong></td>
<td>In women ≥65 years of age, consider aspirin therapy (81 mg daily or 100 mg every other day) if blood pressure is controlled and benefit for ischemic stroke and MI prevention is likely to outweigh risk of gastrointestinal bleeding and hemorrhagic stroke (Class IIa, Level B) and in women &lt;65 years of age when benefit for ischemic stroke prevention is likely to outweigh adverse effects of therapy (Class IIb, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beta blockers</strong></td>
<td>Beta blockers should be used for up to 12 months in all women after MI or acute coronary syndrome, with normal left ventricular function, unless contraindicated (Class I, Level A). Long-term beta blocker therapy should be used indefinitely for women with left ventricular failure unless contraindications are present (Class I, Level A). Long-term beta-blocker therapy may be considered in other women with coronary or vascular disease and normal left ventricular function (Class IIb, Level C).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6 continues on next page.*
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Preventive Drug Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitors/ARBs</td>
<td>ACE inhibitors should be used (unless contraindicated) in women after MI and in those with clinical evidence of heart failure or an LVEF ≤40% or with diabetes (Class I, Level A). In women after MI and in those with clinical evidence of heart failure or an LVEF ≤40% or with diabetes who are intolerant of ACE inhibitors, ARBs should be used instead (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldosterone blockade</td>
<td>Use aldosterone blockade after MI in women who do not have significant hypotension, renal dysfunction, or hyperkalemia who are already receiving therapeutic doses of an ACE inhibitor and beta blocker, and have LVEF ≤40% with symptomatic heart failure (Class I, Level B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class III Interventions (Not Useful/Effective and May Be Harmful)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menopausal therapy</td>
<td>Hormone therapy and selective estrogen-receptor modulators should not be used for the primary or secondary prevention of CVD (Class III, Level A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antioxidant supplements</td>
<td>Antioxidant vitamin supplements (e.g., vitamin E, C, and beta carotene) should not be used for the primary or secondary prevention of CVD (Class III, Level A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic acid</td>
<td>Folic acid, with or without B6 and B12 supplementation, should not be used for the primary or secondary prevention of CVD (Class III, Level A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin for MI in women &lt;65 years of age</td>
<td>Routine use of aspirin in healthy women &lt;65 years of age is not recommended to prevent MI (Class III, Level B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*After percutaneous intervention with stent placement or coronary artery bypass grafting within previous year and in women with noncoronary forms of CVD, use current guidelines for aspirin and clopidogrel.


STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>Intervention is useful and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IIa</td>
<td>Weight of evidence/opinion is in favor usefulness/efficacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IIb</td>
<td>Usefulness/efficacy is less well established by evidence/opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>Intervention is not useful/effective and may be harmful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sufficient evidence from multiple randomized trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Limited evidence from single randomized trial or other nonrandomized studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Based on expert opinion, case studies, or standard of care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ACCF/AHA recommend obtaining a Framingham-like (global) risk score for all asymptomatic adults without a history of CAD. They additionally recommend risk-stratifying women based on their risk scores into one of three categories: 1) high risk (e.g., women with known CAD); 2) at risk (e.g., one or more risk factors, such as cigarette smoking); and 3) optimal risk (e.g., having all of a specifically defined group of risk factors) [117; 259; 261].

Following data collection, many cardiac centers will provide women with an individual computerized or hand-scored summary assessment of their cardiovascular risk profile. This summary profile details each cardiovascular risk factor according to the history provided by the woman, along with specific recommendations for lifestyle modification to reduce her risk level and develop a prevention-based program focused on heart-healthy living. An overall risk rating scale for heart disease is also often provided, ranging from low to moderate to high. The summary may conclude with a health risk summary, which briefly emphasizes key areas in need of attention, such as smoking cessation or development of a regular exercise program.

Risk assessments of this nature are intended for education purposes, not to be a substitute for medical attention by a woman’s personal physician. Furthermore, women who receive cardiac risk assessment profiles should be informed to consult their physicians before making any major lifestyle changes, especially those women who have existing heart or serious cardiovascular conditions [3; 258].

Stages of Change and Goal Setting

The Stages of Change model was developed by psychologists to describe the phases that an individual making significant behavioral changes experiences. Because changes to lifestyle are so important in preventing and managing heart disease, knowledge of the model is helpful for all healthcare professionals. The Stages of Change model may be applied to both primary and secondary prevention programs. In this model, women are helped through the stages of change with behavior modification strategies aimed at enhancing long-term maintenance of new healthy behaviors. The first stage, precontemplation, is generally defined as avoidance (i.e., not seeing a problem behavior or not considering a change) [262]. In the second stage, contemplation, a problem is acknowledged, but the woman may struggle with feelings of ambivalence, weighing the pros and cons and benefits and barriers to change.

In stage three, the preparation/determination stage, the patient is ready to begin to change behavior by initiating a step-by-step plan. In stage four, action/willpower, the woman makes the change and begins living with the new behavior—an all-consuming activity. Stage five is the maintenance stage, in which the woman continues with her plan on a regular basis, making changes in goals as needed, based on what has worked well and what has not. The change is integrated into her life [262]. The stages of change model may be used to help guide women as they make plan to meet their heart health goals.

Lifestyle Interventions

Smoking Prevention and Cessation

As mentioned earlier, approximately 15% of women in the United States are cigarette smokers [43]. A reduction in this incidence is considered vital to decreasing several negative public health effects, including coronary heart disease. For teenage female smokers, emphasizing social undesirability, rather than long-term health implications, may be more successful as a reason to quit [263]. The use of nicotine gum or patches, bupropion, counseling, and/or smoking cessation programs, alone or in combination, may be very helpful, especially for those who smoke more than 25 cigarettes a day. While the overall cost-effectiveness of smoking cessation counseling may not seem impressive, its success is considerable when compared to our ability to influence other cardiovascular risk factors [264].
The fear of weight gain may be a major obstacle or concern for women contemplating quitting smoking. Diet and exercise strategies should be incorporated into the overall smoking cessation program because women have been reported to gain more weight after quitting than men [44]. A study published in 2001 found that cognitive behavioral therapy reduced weight concerns and was more effective than weight control counseling in ensuring smoking cessation after one year [265].

**Diet**

Dietary factors play a significant role in the primary prevention of heart disease. Major dietary goals include achieving and maintaining normal weight for height and body size and decreasing intake of sodium, cholesterol, and fat [3; 258]. Maintaining a normal weight is essential due to the negative health consequences that may be associated with weight fluctuation [266]. National guidelines define a person with a BMI of 25 or more as overweight and a BMI of 30 or more as obese [267]. One drawback to the use of BMI is that it does not distinguish between individuals with high percentages of body fat versus those who are muscular. A measurement of waist circumference and/or WHR may be useful in identifying abdominal adiposity and determining the distribution of weight and total body fat [267]. One study has demonstrated that women with a waist circumference of 76.2 cm or greater and/or a WHR of 0.76 or greater are associated with a more than twofold increase in risk of coronary heart disease [268]. Significant health improvements may be achieved by a 5% to 10% reduction in body weight [269].

Heart-smart eating includes choosing from a wide variety of foods, concentrating more on whole foods, such as fruits, vegetables, and legumes, than on processed or refined foods. In 2005, the traditional Food Pyramid was replaced as the national dietary guideline model. In its place, the U.S. Department of Agriculture established ChooseMyPlate, which individualizes dietary recommendations based on age, sex, and activity level [270]. These guidelines continue to emphasize the importance of whole grains, fruits, and vegetables, and in addition, provide an upper limit of calories that may be derived from extra fats and sugars. In addition, it is essential to teach patients how to read nutrition labels when grocery shopping and how to choose low-fat, low-sodium, and low-calorie food items [270]. Alternatively, the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association (ACCF/AHA) recommends adoption of the (dietary approaches to stop hypertension (DASH) dietary pattern to improve heart health [82]. The DASH diet plan was developed by the U.S. National Institutes of Health to help lower blood pressure without medication. The DASH diet emphasizes vegetables, fruits, and low-fat dairy foods and moderate amounts of whole grains, fish, poultry, and nuts. It also recommends limiting sodium intake [271].

Folate, an essential B vitamin, which is found in fruits, vegetables, beans, and fortified grain products, has been touted as the new supernutrient. It has been shown to improve endothelial function and decrease homocysteine levels and may significantly lower the risk of heart disease.

A moderate alcohol intake is associated with beneficial changes in serum lipids and lipoproteins. One glass of red wine per day has been shown to increase HDL levels and may reduce the risk of MI; however, regular exercise has the same benefit and the AHA does not recommend consuming alcohol to derive any potential gains, and women who do not drink should not be encouraged to start [272]. Other health risks, such as obesity, hypertension, and cancer, may be associated with alcohol use [272]. A University of Wisconsin study found that drinking red grape juice may also render beneficial heart effects, without the other risks associated with alcohol. Red grape juice may delay the oxidation of LDL among people with coronary artery disease [272; 273].
**Exercise**

Reports on physical activity and coronary heart disease in women have been conflicting. While some studies have found no reduction in heart disease risk, many other studies have demonstrated lower all-cause mortality in women and men with higher levels of fitness. A study published in 2001 reported that even light-to-moderate amounts of exercise (i.e., at least one hour of walking a week) were associated with a lowered risk of coronary heart disease in women [274]. This correlation extended to women with heightened risk for heart disease, including those who were overweight, who had high cholesterol, and who smoked. Exercise may favorably modify other cardiovascular risk factors by increasing HDL, decreasing total cholesterol levels, augmenting fibrinolytic activity to decrease the risk of thromboembolism, and improving insulin resistance, especially in obese women. Additional benefits associated with exercise include weight and blood pressure control, as well as promoting a general sense of well-being [275].

According to the American Heart Association, women should be advised to accumulate at least 150 minutes per week of moderate exercise, 75 minutes per week of vigorous exercise, or an equivalent combination of moderate- and vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity. Aerobic activity should be performed in episodes of at least 10 minutes, preferably spread throughout the week. (https://www.guideline.gov/summaries/summary/33603. Last accessed December 20, 2016.)

**Level of Evidence:** IB (Intervention is deemed useful and effective based on limited evidence from single randomized trial or other nonrandomized studies.)

Female patients should be instructed on the importance of aerobic exercise for cardiovascular fitness. Guidelines recommend moderate- to vigorous-intensity exercise for 30 minutes on most days of the week [276]. Cardiovascular fitness is reached when the patient’s heart rate decreases 30 beats per minute within the first minute after stopping maximum exercise [70].

**Stress Management**

Encouraging women to take an honest look at the stressors in their lives and search for methods to lessen them will promote well-being and a healthy outlook on life. Stress management techniques that are effective vary from person to person but may include hobbies, exercise, daily periods of solitude, looking for ways to better organize and simplify their lives, and spending time with friends and loved ones. Although current data regarding the role of stress and lack of social support in the development of heart disease are scarce, there does seem to be some correlation.

**Alternative Birth Control Methods**

Contraceptives containing both estrogen and progestin have been associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease. The risk is highest in women who are older than 35 years of age, are smokers, and have other cardiovascular risk factors. Estrogen has been linked to some beneficial or favorable effects on lipids and serum lipoproteins (i.e., increases HDL and decreases LDL, but increases triglyceride levels), while progestins are believed to produce unfavorable effects by decreasing HDL and increasing LDL levels. In addition to changes in lipid metabolism, hormonal contraceptives have an effect on blood pressure for some patients [277].

As a result of these lipid changes, birth control counseling is a mainstay of primary prevention in high-risk women. These women should explore safer birth control methods, such as the diaphragm or contraceptive sponge. While the birth control pill poses increased risk, the oral contraceptives available today are safer and contain less estrogen than those seen during the 1960s [278].
Major Risk Factor Interventions

**Blood Pressure Control**

Appropriate management of systolic and diastolic hypertension is critical to reduce adverse cardiac effects. Lifestyle changes that may assist in achieving healthy blood pressure include weight control, physical activity, moderate alcohol intake, and moderate sodium restriction. If blood pressure readings remain greater than ≥140/90 mm Hg (≥130/80 mm Hg in the setting of chronic kidney disease and diabetes) after three months of lifestyle modification, or if initial readings are greater than 160 mm Hg systolic or 100 mm Hg diastolic, pharmacologic intervention should be initiated and individualized for each woman [259].

[The American Heart Association asserts that pharmacotherapy is indicated when blood pressure is ≥140/90 mm Hg (≥130/80 mm Hg in the setting of chronic kidney disease and diabetes). Initial treatment of high-risk women with acute coronary syndrome or myocardial infarction should be with β-blockers and/or angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs), with addition of other drugs such as thiazides as needed to achieve goal blood pressure. However, ACE inhibitors are contraindicated in pregnancy and ought to be used with caution in women who may become pregnant.](https://www.guideline.gov/summaries/summary/33603.

Last accessed December 20, 2016.)

**Level of Evidence:** IA (Intervention is deemed useful and effective based on Sufficient evidence from multiple randomized trials.)

**Hyperlipidemia Management**

Secondary prevention is aimed at lowering elevated serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Controlling diet, weight management, smoking avoidance, and exercise are positive lifestyle choices that should be promoted in all women, and especially those with elevated lipid profiles. Lifestyle interventions that may help lower high cholesterol and triglyceride levels include [259]:

- Avoiding smoking
- Achieving and maintaining normal blood glucose levels
- Achieving and maintaining a healthy body weight
- Limiting intake of sugar, refined carbohydrates, and trans-fatty acids
- Eating complex carbohydrates and high-fiber goods (whole-grain products, dried beans and peas, fruits, and vegetables)
- Limiting fat intake to 25% to 35% of total calories
- Eating sources of omega-3 fatty acids (e.g., salmon, mackerel, herring, lake trout, flaxseed and flaxseed oil, canola oil, soybean oil, and nuts)
- Engaging in regular physical activity

Despite positive lifestyle changes, some women may require a lipid-lowering agent [259].

**Diabetes Control**

The effects of glycemic control in diabetic patients in reducing cardiovascular risk are unclear. A diet with less than 30% of calories from fat, less than 7% of calories from saturated fat, 0% from trans-fatty acids, and cholesterol intake less than 150 mg/day should be encouraged [259]. When indicated, the use of insulin and hypoglycemic agents may be used to control blood glucose levels based on the type of diabetes and patient response. Regular physical activity should also be encouraged in women with diabetes [259]. In addition, for metabolic syndrome, lifestyle changes such as weight loss, exercise, and smoking cessation are the main treatment strategies [60].

**Preventive Drug Interventions**

**Aspirin Therapy**

As with men, low-dose aspirin therapy may play a role in the primary prevention of heart disease in women. The NHS demonstrated a 32% reduction in risk of first MI in women who took low-dose aspirin (i.e., one to six aspirin per week) [279]. While
low-dose aspirin may be associated with a somewhat lower cardiovascular and total mortality rate in women, its cardioprotective role is not without limitations. Routine use of aspirin for the primary prevention of MI in healthy women younger than 65 years of age is not recommended unless the benefit outweighs the risk of adverse effects [259]. The optimum dose of aspirin as a primary preventive measure has not been established. Also, the benefit of such therapy should be weighed against the risk of stroke and gastrointestinal bleeding [280].

**Clopidogrel Therapy**

Clopidogrel is an antiplatelet agent that has been studied in post-MI and unstable angina patients around the world and has been approved since 1997 for use in the reduction of atherosclerotic events in patients with recent MI. Clopidogrel inhibits platelet aggregation through the adenosine diphosphate pathway, while aspirin works as a thromboxane inhibitor; the combination decreased the need for thrombolytic therapy or IIIb/IIa inhibitors [281]. Like aspirin, the drug helps keep blood platelets from sticking together and forming clots. Clopidogrel is recommended as a preventive intervention in high-risk women who are intolerant of aspirin therapy [259].

The Clopidogrel in Unstable Angina to Prevent Recurrent Ischemic Events (CURE) trial enrolled 12,562 patients with unstable angina or non-Q-wave MI. The study found that the addition of clopidogrel to aspirin for patients with acute coronary syndrome reduced the risk of death, reinfarction, or stroke by 20% in people who had survived a mild heart attack. These patients were at serious risk of further complications in the days and months following their attack. The drug showed equal benefits for those with unstable angina. The effects were evident within two hours and were sustained [281].

Additional research has evaluated clopidogrel versus aspirin. The Clopidogrel versus Aspirin in Patients at Risk of Ischemic Events (CAPRIE) study was one of the largest studies conducted on a medication in development. The study showed clopidogrel to be more effective than aspirin in reducing the number of MIs, strokes, and vascular deaths in at-risk patients. Researchers found that aspirin prevented about 25% of these events in study participants, whereas clopidogrel prevented about 33% of them [282].

All of the patients in CAPRIE had been diagnosed with the same underlying disease: atherosclerosis. Atherosclerotic plaques can cause cracks or fissures in the vessel wall. Blood platelets aggregate around these fissures and cause the formation of thrombi that can completely block or occlude arteries. This process, atherothrombosis, is the common link that results in ischemic strokes, MIs, and vascular death. Both aspirin and clopidogrel prevent some platelet aggregation, but do so by different mechanisms.

Importantly, CAPRIE showed that patients treated with clopidogrel were significantly less likely to suffer from severe gastrointestinal bleeding than those treated with aspirin. This finding is particularly striking because the entire study population had been rigorously selected to exclude those patients with a history of ulcers or gastrointestinal bleeding. The study showed no other relevant differences in clinical or biologic effects between the groups. CAPRIE was a three-year, international clinical study of 19,185 patients who had previously suffered an ischemic stroke, MI, or symptomatic peripheral arterial disease. Patients received either 75 mg of clopidogrel or 325 mg of aspirin daily [282].

In the CURE trial, a major side effect was serious bleeding, such as stomach ulcers, which occurred in about 1% of patients and was similar to the effects of aspirin [281]. In CAPRIE, the most common clinically important side effects were pruritus, purpura, diarrhea, and rash; infrequent events included intracranial hemorrhage (0.4%) and severe neutropenia (0.04%). Suspected cases of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported at a rate of about four cases per million patients exposed [282].
Studies have revealed that responsiveness to clopidogrel is not uniform and that a low response is linked to a higher incidence of thrombotic events. As a result, newer P2Y12 receptor antagonists (e.g., prasugrel, ticagrelor) and a combination of clopidogrel with newer oral anticoagulants (e.g., dabigatran, apixaban, rivaroxaban) are being studied for their use in patients with stable and unstable coronary disease [283; 284; 285; 286].

**Antioxidant Vitamins**

The role of antioxidants in reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease in both men and women has been a topic of interest. Antioxidants such as vitamin C, vitamin E, and beta-carotene have been found to be effective in inhibiting either the oxidation of LDL cholesterol or its uptake into the endothelium of coronary arteries. Although more research is needed, some preliminary studies have demonstrated a significant inverse relationship between the use of antioxidant vitamins and a reduction in coronary artery disease [21; 76]. On the other hand, the Alpha-Tocopherol Beta Carotene Cancer Prevention Study Group reported no significant reduction in the incidence of heart disease in middle-aged male smokers who took beta-carotene and/or vitamin E daily supplements. Rather, in this study there was a concern for an increased risk of hemorrhagic stroke among those subjects who took vitamin E supplements. Therefore, the findings of these studies are inconclusive regarding the benefits of antioxidant vitamins in reducing risk for cardiovascular disease and also point out some of the potential associated health risks [287; 288]. In 2004, after reviewing all available studies regarding antioxidant supplementation and heart disease, the AHA concluded that the evidence indicated antioxidant supplements had little to no definitive effect on preventing or treating heart disease. Due to the findings from this analysis, the AHA does not recommend the use of antioxidant vitamins as part of the treatment or prevention of heart disease [289]. It continues to stress the importance of diet and does not rule out the possible role of antioxidants derived from food sources as beneficial for patients with heart disease [259; 289].

**Hormone Replacement Therapy**

Estrogen was once thought to have a relative protective value against coronary artery disease in premenopausal women. In the past, HRT was shown to decrease the risk of heart disease in women by as much as 50% [18; 42; 70]. It was believed to confer protection not only by decreasing triglyceride and LDL levels, but also by increasing HDL levels. While further evidence suggests that estrogen provides protection by improving lipid and carbohydrate metabolism, lowering blood pressure, and producing beneficial coagulation patterns, newer studies have identified that HRT does not provide protection against heart disease in women as once believed [18; 290; 291; 292; 293]. The AHA, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, and the Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement agree that HRT should neither be initiated nor continued to prevent cardiovascular disease [219; 294; 295; 296].


**Strength of Recommendation:** D (USPSTF recommends against routinely providing the service based on at least fair evidence that it is ineffective or that harms outweigh benefits.)

**HEALTHY COMMUNITIES INITIATIVES**

Following the successful healthy communities movement begun in the early 1990s, the American Hospital Association’s Health Forum launched a cardiovascular healthy communities initiative in 1997. The cardiovascular health improvement initiative selects interested individuals along with committed healthcare professionals from a variety of disciplines (e.g., physicians, nurses, cardiac rehabilitation specialists, healthcare executives) as fellows. The cardiovascular fellows propose and complete an action learning project aimed at improving some facet of cardiovascular health
within their local communities. Examples of projects from around the country include both primary and secondary prevention strategies and range from heart disease clinics for women linked with community nurse programs, primary prevention clinics for women, and risk reduction strategies for minority women.

The Healthy People 2020 Initiative has been launched by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and tracks leading health indicators for individuals and the country as a whole. Those indicators with a cardiovascular focus, such as physical activity, obesity, and tobacco abuse, are tracked and reported by HHS on an annual basis to give communities and the country feedback on how well public health goals for the 21st century are being reached [297].

Other strategies should be identified to educate the public about women’s risk for heart disease. This education should include recognition of signs and symptoms of heart disease and reducing the time between onset of signs and symptoms of MI and seeking medical care [250]. In 2000, the AHA launched the public awareness campaign “Go Red for Women,” whereby advertisements were distributed nationally to encourage women to obtain informational materials about heart disease and to take action to improve or protect their own heart health [298].

Additionally, it is important to understand what motivates women to seek health care and what barriers they may face when seeking care. A report prepared for the Office on Women’s Health has suggested that a woman’s decision to seek health care is influenced by whether she believes she has a health problem, which is based upon her perceptions and knowledge of illness. Concerns about her resources (e.g., financial, personal) will then influence whether she feels she can seek care. Finally, her perceptions about ease of access to care and her attitude toward healthcare providers will influence whether she actually makes the decision to seek care [299].

**SUMMARY**

In terms of primary and secondary prevention, strategies should be targeted to each woman’s specific risk factors. Many risk factor assessment tools are available in healthcare centers to help women gain awareness of their cardiovascular risk profile and the areas they should pay more attention to in terms of positive lifestyle changes. For instance, if a woman is a smoker, motivating her to quit smoking is of paramount importance, as smoking is one of the three most significant cardiovascular risk factors. Other areas of primary prevention focus on controlling blood pressure, cholesterol, and diabetes, managing diet and stress, and incorporating regular exercise. Developments have also occurred with respect to measurement of CRP, homocysteine levels, and diagnosis of subclinical hypothyroidism.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH**

Most of what is known about women and heart disease is descriptive because, in the past, women have largely been excluded from the large-scale clinical trials investigating diagnostic and therapeutic interventions related to heart disease. This section will explore some of the more common reasons for this exclusion and federal programs that have turned this trend around. In addition, areas in need of further research in relation to women and heart disease will be highlighted.

**FACTORS AFFECTING THE CURRENT RESEARCH BASE**

In the past, a paucity of research existed regarding women and heart disease. Women have been excluded from studies for a number of reasons. Women of reproductive age have been excluded due to the possible risks to the fetus, while older women have not been studied because they often have multiple health problems, which may create health risks or confuse the research findings. As a result, women have had restrictions in clinical care, such as the underutilization of thrombolytic therapy for the management of evolving MIs.
Age-based exclusions of women from clinical trials on invasive diagnostic or therapeutic techniques have also limited the participation of women [8; 300; 301].

Additionally, sample sizes of existing studies have traditionally been too small to either evaluate effects or draw conclusions. As a result, the findings of studies conducted with men, as well as with younger populations, have been used to diagnose and treat women and the elderly. In other words, studies done on men were driving clinical practice with female cardiac patients. Yet, research indicates that differences exist in disease presentation, cardiovascular risk factors, and the diagnosis and response of women to various treatments for heart disease [117; 302].

At the federal level, two major initiatives have been instituted to expand the base of research related to women-specific health issues. The NIH has mandated that investigators include women and minorities in clinical research populations for health-related studies. At the very least, the investigator must adequately justify any decisions to exclude potential subjects from these studies [303]. A second factor that has influenced the research base related to women's health is the development of the NIH Interdisciplinary Women's Health Research Center, formed to encourage studies related to issues affecting women's health [304].

The Women's Health Initiative (WHI), a 15-year study of 160,000 women, was undertaken as the largest NIH clinical trial to answer questions regarding postmenopausal women’s health. The WHI specifically addressed the major health problems of menopausal women, including heart disease, cancer, and osteoporosis [305]. In relation to heart disease, the WHI studied the effects of low-fat diets in preventing coronary disease and the risks and benefits of HRT [305]. As discussed earlier, the WHI trials investigated both combination (estrogen plus progestin) and unopposed estrogen hormone therapy. Both trials were cut short prior to the projected completion dates. In July 2002, the WHI halted the combination therapy trials due to a significantly increased incidence of breast cancer. In February 2004, the unopposed estrogen study was stopped when researchers determined that the heightened risk of stroke was unacceptable to continue the trial. In the case of the combination hormone study, researchers found an increased risk for MI, stroke, and venous thromboembolism. The estrogen-only study resulted in increased risk of stroke and venous thromboembolism, but no difference in the risk of MI [291; 292]. Again, there is some controversy regarding the trials’ designs and whether the findings are universally applicable [306; 307]. However, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration continues to recommend against the routine use of HRT as preventive treatment for heart disease in postmenopausal women [308].

**AREAS IN NEED OF FURTHER RESEARCH**

Beyond the large NIH trials that have been initiated, other research by various disciplines is desperately needed related to women and heart disease. This research involves asking questions, such as those listed in Table 7, related to cardiovascular risk factors, the impact of heart disease on the patient and family, the clinical course of women with heart disease, and intervention studies. For instance, why do women fail to receive diagnostic studies or therapeutic interventions to the same extent that men do? Many studies have shown less active or aggressive diagnosis and management of heart disease in women. Fewer women with positive noninvasive cardiac tests are catheterized and fewer women have revascularization by either PCI or CABG surgery compared to men [117; 196; 212; 309]. The question remains: Are men overtreated, or are women undertreated?

A comparison of symptomatic improvement in men and women treated with certain medical and surgical therapies is another area worthy of scientific investigation. Some authors have advocated that physicians may guard against the adverse outcome of increased perioperative mortality in women by preferentially prescribing medical therapy; only when medical therapy is unsatisfactory are the women referred for invasive procedures.
## RESEARCH QUESTIONS

### Cardiovascular Risk Factors
- What is the epidemiologic basis of the major cardiovascular risk factors in women? Are these the same major risk factors as seen in men?
- Why do cardiovascular risk factors seem to differ in men and women?
- What strategies for risk factor reduction are effective in various subgroups of women (e.g., working mothers, middle-aged and elderly women)?
- Do nurse-run clinics significantly affect the success of women making heart-healthy lifestyle changes, reducing their risk for heart disease?
- What role do diabetes and other comorbidities, such as altered coagulation parameters, play in the development of heart disease in women?
- What is the relationship between estrogen and lipid metabolism?
- Which women benefit from HRT? Are there ethnic or sociologic differences in response to therapy?
- What is the relationship between aspirin therapy and the prevention of heart disease in women?
- What is the relationship between clopidogrel therapy and the prevention of heart disease in women?
- What are the benefits of antioxidant therapy in women?
- What is the relationship between personality traits and heart disease in women? Stress and risk of cardiovascular disease?

### Impact of Heart Disease on Patient and Family
- What meanings do women attach to a cardiac event at different life phases (i.e., premenopausal, menopausal, postmenopausal)?
- What are the common themes expressed in support groups between female cardiac patients? Cardiac family members?
- Which nursing interventions do women perceive to be most helpful in adjusting to a diagnosis of heart disease?

### Clinical Course
- Why is the clinical course of heart disease in women different from that in men (after controlling for age, extent of disease, and coexisting illness)?
- What are the clinical outcomes of women with heart disease who do or do not undergo invasive diagnostic or therapeutic procedures?
- What factors are responsible for the higher risk of death in women post-MI?
- What are the responses of women to cardiac medications?
- What are the complications of dysrhythmia in women?
- What factors predict readiness and effectiveness of cardiac teaching in women?
- Why does cardiovascular disease have a later onset in women compared to men? What role does normal aging play in disease progression?

### Intervention Studies
- Why do women not receive diagnostic studies or therapeutic interventions to the same extent as men?
- What is the long-term effectiveness of PCI in women with diffuse multivessel disease?
- What is the comparative efficacy of cardiac procedures (e.g., thrombolytic therapy, PCI, atherectomies, stents, CABG surgery) in women?
- Is there comparability of symptomatic improvement in men and women with medical and surgical therapies?

### Cardiac Rehabilitation
- Which interventions can be started early during hospitalization for PCI, MI, or CABG surgery to increase the likelihood that women will participate in outpatient cardiac rehab?
- What factors affect the enrollment and completion rates for women in outpatient cardiac rehabilitation programs?

Source: [10; 46; 72; 258]  
Table 7
As a result of these later referrals, when women are treated they tend to be at more advanced age with more frequent comorbidities, more serious symptoms, and are more often seen on an urgent or emergency basis. Overall, the evidence does not substantiate deliberate negative bias, but at the same time, it does not exclude inappropriate overuse of invasive procedures in men or underuse in women [309; 310]. Or could it be that coronary heart disease is different in women? Only further research will reveal the answers.

SUMMARY
For many years, women have been excluded from many of the larger studies investigating areas related to heart disease. Women have been excluded during reproductive years due to risk to the fetus and during later years due to potential comorbidities. New NIH outreach programs and strategic plans for women’s health research are changing this [311; 312]. Continued research is necessary to advance scientific knowledge in coming years to help provide better care to female cardiac patients.

CASE STUDIES
The following case studies offer an opportunity for healthcare professionals to test or improve their skills in observation and diagnosis. While the outcome in each has already been determined, the information and scenarios may be used to help in day-to-day patient interaction. Analyses of all of the case studies are presented following this section.

CASE STUDY 1
Read through the following clinical vignettes and take time to review each woman’s cardiovascular risk factor profile. Then, refer to the questions at the end of the case study to analyze each female patient’s current health status.

- Patient S is a white woman, 43 years of age, and mother of three small children. She has a long-standing history of significant obesity with little success in dieting over the years. At 5’3”, she is obese, weighing 220 pounds. Her fat distribution is “apple-shaped” and consequently, her waist-hip ratio is more than the 0.8 normal range. In addition, Her dietary habits do not take into account basic recommendations for cardiac nutrition.

- Patient J is 55 years of age and teaches high school English. Her coronary risk factor profile includes a 30-pack-year history of cigarette smoking and altered lipid levels. Her HDL is only 35 mg/dL and her LDL is 145 mg/dL. Patient J has tried with little success to control her cholesterol with diet. Recently, she began taking gemfibrozil as prescribed by her family physician, but has not followed his recommendation to quit smoking and enroll in a smoking cessation program at a local hospital. Rather, she continues to smoke one pack of cigarettes per day.

- Patient V is a woman, 47 years of age, who has a family history of heart disease. Although she denies ever experiencing cardiac symptoms, her brother suffered a nonfatal MI at 46 years of age and her father had an MI at 53 years of age. Both of these cardiac events were medically managed. However, her father’s disease did progress to the point that he underwent CABG surgery five years ago. He had three coronary artery lesions bypassed. In addition to her family history, Patient V is approximately 30 pounds overweight and does not exercise on a regular basis. She drinks approximately two to three glasses of red wine per day and has never smoked.
• Patient D is 67 years of age and lives in an assisted living retirement community. An insulin-dependent diabetic since adolescence, Patient D is unable to care for herself due to the effects of the diabetes on her eyesight, as well as the development of peripheral neuropathies. In addition to the diabetes, Patient D continues to smoke. By now, she has a 40-pack-year history of smoking.

• Patient F is an African American woman, 36 years of age, with a history of mild hypertension. Her blood pressure has been fairly well controlled on an ACE inhibitor over the past two years. Patient F eats a well-balanced, nutritious diet, exercises three to five times a week, and does not have a history of smoking or alcohol use. However, she does exhibit many of the characteristics of the Type A behavior pattern, such as excessive competitiveness, being harried, and rushing to complete more and more tasks in an ever-shrinking period of time. In addition to these characteristics, she exhibits a somewhat cynical or negative outlook with occasional expression of hostile or angry thoughts and feelings.

In analyzing these clinical vignettes, consider the following questions:

1. Which of these women is at greatest risk for heart disease?
2. Who is at least risk?
3. What recommendations would you make in counseling each patient regarding her cardiovascular health?

CASE STUDY 2

Patient M is a white woman, 75 years of age, who presented to her local emergency room with sudden complaints of chest pain. She described the pain as a severe substernal burning sensation that radiated across the chest to her shoulders bilaterally and then to the neck and jaw region. Although not brought on by exertion, the chest pain was associated with dyspnea, pallor, diaphoresis, nausea, and epigastric discomfort. Patient M had taken one nitroglycerin tablet with partial relief. When the chest pain recurred 10 to 15 minutes later, her family dialed 911 and the local emergency medical service responded. Once transported to the emergency room, her pain persisted. She received two additional doses of nitroglycerin and was placed on 2 L of oxygen per nasal cannula.

Following stabilization, she was admitted to a telemetry floor for further observation and medical management. Nursing assessment revealed the following cardiovascular risk factors: 50-pack-year history of cigarette smoking, hypertension, and mild-to-moderate obesity. As part of the medical workup, Patient M was scheduled for a cardiac catheterization the following day. The cardiac catheterization revealed an 80% blockage of the right coronary artery and the cardiologist recommended Patient M consider a PCI to open the coronary artery blockage.

The following day, Patient M underwent a PCI to the right coronary artery. The procedure was progressing uneventfully until she had an episode of bradycardia; her heart rate dropped to 38 beats per minute. The patient received a 0.5 mg dose of IV atropine, which was repeated in 10 minutes. Other than this episode, Patient M did not experience any other postprocedure complications, such as hypotension, or other technical-related problems.

The day after the PCI, Patient M was receiving her discharge instructions from her nurse when she began noticing a return of the dull epigastric pain. The pain did not appear to be related to her food intake because she was progressing on her diet. Later that day, as the pain persisted, Patient M had an ultrasound of her abdomen, which showed multiple walnut-sized gallstones. The gastroenterologist referred her to a general surgeon who recommended that she undergo a cholecystectomy for further relief of her gastrointestinal symptoms. The surgeon advised her of the risks and benefits of laparoscopic versus traditional surgery, and Patient M opted for the laparoscopic procedure.
Four small incisions were made in her abdomen, and the cholecystectomy was performed without any complications. Three days postoperatively, she complained again of moderate-to-severe epigastric pain and became jaundiced. An endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography revealed retained stones in the common bile duct, which were removed. Patient M subsequently recovered and was discharged home after a total of nine days in the hospital.

In analyzing this case study, consider the following questions:

1. What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?
2. Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?
3. What tests would you anticipate to be in the diagnostic workup of women experiencing angina?
4. What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?

CASE STUDY 3

Patient Y, a woman 76 years of age, was seen in the Women's Cardiac Center for a personalized health and risk factor assessment. Assessment findings included a heart rate of 84 beats per minute, blood pressure 172/68 mm Hg, height 5'5", and weight 171 pounds. Waist-hip ratio was 0.75, and skin fold calipers measured 42% body fat. Lipid profile included total cholesterol of 239 mg/dL, HDL 40 mg/dL, LDL 159 mg/dL, ratio 5.9 mg/dL, and triglycerides 248 mg/dL. Fasting glucose was 79 mg/dL. Past medical history included hiatal hernia, cholecystectomy, hypothyroidism, arthritis, insomnia, and a long-standing history of ankle edema. The patient also reported symptoms suspicious of sleep apnea.

Based on this assessment, cardiovascular risk factors were identified and the patient was instructed on risk factor modification. Four months later, she phoned the Women's Cardiac Center with complaints of anterior chest discomfort that radiated to her neck, jaw, and back and was accompanied by shortness of breath. She was referred to Cardiology and seen three days later.

The diagnostic workup included a 12-lead EKG and nuclear medicine stress test (thallium scan), followed by cardiac catheterization. She was not considered a candidate for the exercise EKG due to her advanced age and other comorbidities, specifically arthritis, which would limit her ability to exercise at adequate intensity levels. The 12-lead EKG revealed nonspecific T-wave changes in the inferior leads, and the nuclear medicine test was positive, suggestive of single-vessel disease of the left circumflex artery. Cardiac catheterization was then performed and showed triple vessel disease with significant left main disease. Her occlusions were 50% to 60% of the left main, 90% of the circumflex, and 60% of the right coronary artery. EF was estimated at 60%, indicating preserved left ventricular function. Based on these diagnostic findings, the patient was referred for cardiac surgery.

Two weeks later, Patient Y underwent CABG surgery with internal mammary grafting. During surgery, she required inotropic support with dobutamine and epinephrine and atrioventricular sequential pacing. An intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) was also placed via the right femoral artery due to right heart failure. On the first postoperative day, the patient remained in the intensive care unit on the IABP and ventilator. Lab values showed a creatine phosphokinase of 3113 IU/L and creatine kinase isoenzyme MB of 169.4 IU/L. A bedside echocardiogram confirmed an inferior-posterior and right ventricular infarct.
The patient was transferred to the cardiac surgical stepdown unit on the third postoperative day, where she developed atrial fibrillation and was digitalized. Oxygen was administered at 5 L per nasal cannula and her ambulation was significantly limited. In addition, a bruit was noted in her right groin. An echo-Doppler revealed a two-chamber pseudoaneurysm, which was unsuccessfully compressed. On the sixth postoperative day, the patient went in and out of atrial fibrillation/flutter and converted to sinus rhythm on postoperative day 7. As a result, she was weaned from oxygen and progressed with independent ambulation. However, she remained hospitalized until postoperative day 12 for observation of her heart rhythm and right groin pseudoaneurysm.

Two days after discharge, the patient received a follow-up telephone call from the Cardiac Liaison Nurse to assess her condition. Patient Y stated she was “feeling pretty good,” yet indicated some difficulty with incisional pain, anorexia, fluid loss, insomnia, and confusion about her medications. After recuperating at home, the patient enrolled in a phase II cardiac rehabilitation program. At this time, the patient reports no angina or chest discomfort. She is progressing in her exercise program and tolerating activity. Problems experienced since discharge include a urinary tract infection, depression, and increasing heart failure. Her furosemide dosage has been increased, and she has obtained good relief of her symptoms.

In analyzing this case study, consider the following questions:

1. What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?
2. Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?
3. What is the common picture of a woman’s general health and cardiac status when referred for CABG surgery?
4. What significance does this patient’s perioperative MI have for her long-term prognosis?
5. What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?
6. Identify ways to assess both short- and long-term outcomes of women post-CABG surgery.

CASE STUDY 4
Patient A was a woman, 88 years of age, who lived in an assisted living retirement home. She had been a widow for 20 years, after losing her husband to long-term complications associated with diabetes. Until approximately seven years ago, Patient A had been in relatively good health with no major health problems, but she suffered a mild stroke at 81 years of age. At that time, she decided to quit her 50- to 60-year smoking habit. Other than her smoking history, she did not have any other significant cardiovascular risk factors.

After recuperating from her stroke, Patient A decided to leave her apartment and move into the assisted living facility where she would not only have some companionship but also receive assistance with meals and transportation to doctor’s appointments and other activities. About six years after suffering the cerebrovascular accident, she had a bout of heart failure. She was admitted to the local hospital and received oxygen per nasal cannula, IV furosemide, and digoxin. After two weeks in the hospital, the patient was discharged home in apparently better condition. However, two days after returning home Patient A suffered a sudden cardiac death event at the breakfast table. Efforts at resuscitation were unsuccessful.

In analyzing this case study, consider the following questions:

1. What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?
2. Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?
CASE STUDY 5

Patient H, a white woman 60 years of age, suddenly began complaining of chest pain to her family one evening. The pain was substernal, spread down both arms bilaterally, and radiated to her neck and jaw region. Patient H also complained of shortness of breath, nausea, and diaphoresis. Never having witnessed these symptoms before, Patient H's husband and daughter transported her to the local emergency room.

When she arrived in the emergency room, immediate priorities focused on obtaining a brief yet comprehensive history of symptomatology and past medical problems, as well as instituting appropriate treatments. The health assessment revealed numerous cardiovascular risk factors. Of course, Patient H's increasing age is one nonalterable risk factor present. In addition, she has a significant family history of heart disease. Her mother and grandmother both suffered fatal heart attacks in their late 50s or early 60s. While Patient H does not have a history of smoking, she does have hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes. She is also obese, with a height of 5'2" and weight of 240 pounds, and does not report engaging in a regular exercise program.

In terms of supportive treatment, Patient H was placed on 3 L of supplemental oxygen per nasal cannula and given sublingual nitroglycerin. She rated her pain an 8 on a 0 to 10 scale and did not report an appreciable decrease in her pain level after the first nitroglycerin dose. A second sublingual dose was given, after which she obtained relief. In the diagnostic workup phase, Patient H had a 12-lead EKG that revealed signs of ischemia in leads II and III and a ventricular fibrillation. Serial cardiac enzymes were also drawn to rule out MI. Patient H was admitted to the coronary care unit (CCU) for treatment of an inferior MI.

Once transferred to the CCU, the patient was placed on the bedside monitor and a left radial arterial line and left subclavian Swan Ganz catheter were inserted for hemodynamic monitoring purposes. A bedside echocardiogram was also performed to assess left ventricular EF and overall function of the chambers of the heart. The exam revealed that left ventricular EF was not preserved, estimated at only about 40%. Positive inotropes were started to increase the contractility of the heart and improve cardiac output. Intravenous nitroglycerin that was started in the emergency room was continued to improve coronary perfusion and for afterload reduction. After two days, Patient H was transferred out of the CCU to the cardiology stepdown unit. Telemetry showed slight sinus bradycardia at a rate of 56 beats per minute without ectopy. Other vital signs included blood pressure 102/56 mm Hg and a respiratory rate of 26 breaths per minute. Patient H remained on supplemental oxygen at 2 L per nasal cannula.

Cardiac rehabilitation was initiated when Patient H was in the stepdown unit. Rehabilitation activities first focused on identifying her risk stratification level, from low to high on a continuum, to guide initial activity and further exercise prescriptions. Because the patient’s left ventricular EF was approximately 40%, her risk stratification level was identified as moderate and she was instructed that her cardiac rehabilitation activity would entail ambulating three times a day, first with monitored assistance in the hallway, working eventually toward the goal of independent ambulation. Prior to her first ambulation, Patient H's nurse took orthostatic blood pressure readings with the following results: lying 120/68 mm Hg; sitting 116/64 mm Hg; and standing 112/62 mm Hg. Heart rate pre-exercise was 58 beats per minute. As a result of these data, Patient H was assisted into the hallway for monitored ambulation. After walking for approximately two minutes, her heart rhythm converted from sinus bradycardia into a fast atrial fibrillation, with a ventricular rate of 180 beats per minute. Her blood pressure was 102/56 mm Hg. The patient was assisted back to bed, and a cardiology consult was requested.

The consulting cardiologist ordered a diltiazem drip. After her ventricular rate was under control, the patient was digitalized with 1 mg of digoxin followed by a maintenance dose of 0.125 mg IV. Other cardiac medications added to the regime included a beta blocker, furosemide, and potassium.
On the day of discharge, Patient H’s family was present for discharge teaching. Her nurse explained the list of medications, including the dose and frequency, as well as her activity limitations. Patient H was instructed not to drive a car for two weeks and to increase her walking each day by one minute until she arrived at the goal of approximately 30 to 45 minutes at least three times a week. In addition, Patient H was informed about the nearest outpatient cardiac rehabilitation program. It was explained to her that the primary benefits of attending an outpatient program would be that the staff would assist her in developing an activity and exercise program individualized to her needs and physical capabilities. In addition, they would teach her and her family other components of heart healthy living, such as cardiac nutrition, managing diabetes, and stress.

After discharge, the patient did enroll in an outpatient cardiac rehabilitation program and had attended three sessions when she began developing symptoms of heart failure, including orthopnea, shortness of breath, and weight gain. On physical examination, crackles were auscultated bibasilarly and dependent pitting edema was present in her ankles bilaterally. On being seen in the heart failure clinic, she was restarted on a diuretic, furosemide, and an ACE inhibitor and her digoxin was kept at the same dosage.

In analyzing this case study, consider the following questions:

1. What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?
2. Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?
3. What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?
4. What special implications exist with regard to dosing cardiac medications in women?
5. Describe the common response of women with heart disease to activity.
6. What factors influence women’s involvement in cardiac rehabilitation programs?

**CASE STUDY 6**

The following vignettes describe women with cardiac symptomatology who received either medical or surgical treatment. Read through these vignettes and analyze them using the questions that are presented at the end of the case studies.

- **Patient R**, a black woman 52 years of age, recently underwent a CABG procedure. Cardiac catheterization revealed three-vessel disease. As a result, she had bypasses to her right coronary artery, left circumflex artery, and obtuse marginal artery.

- **Patient B** is a white woman, 65 years of age, with a long-standing history of stable angina. She has been medically managed for the past several months on nitrates (sublingual nitroglycerin) and an ACE inhibitor.

- **Patient L** is 45 years of age. She experienced a sudden onset of chest and arm pain while driving to a family affair with her husband. Because the pain did not subside, her husband drove her directly to the local emergency room, where she was evaluated and underwent several diagnostic tests, including a 12-lead EKG, serial cardiac enzymes, and a dipyridamole echocardiogram. The 12-lead EKG and cardiac enzyme elevations suggested an evolving MI. As a result, Patient L was treated with thrombolytic therapy in the emergency room, then admitted to the CCU for further treatment and observation.

- **Patient E**, an Asian American woman 52 years of age, had been experiencing episodes of pain that spread across her chest and occasionally radiated down one or both arms and/or to her jaw region. Over the last week or so, the chest pain episodes increased in frequency to the point she thought she should have a medical evaluation. Patient E saw a cardiologist,
who suggested the patient undergo a cardiac catheterization. The procedure revealed a 60% lesion of the right coronary artery that the cardiologist believed could be treated successfully with angioplasty.

In analyzing this case study, consider the following questions:

1. Based on the information, which woman has the best prognosis? The worst prognosis? Why?
2. What are some of the complications associated with each of these medical and surgical therapies?

---

### CASE STUDY ANALYSES

#### CASE STUDY 1

**Case Study 1 Analyses**

1. _Which of these women is at greatest risk for heart disease?_

All five of these women have risk factors for heart disease. However, Patients J and D possess three of the most significant cardiovascular risk factors: cigarette smoking, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia. Therefore, based on the data available in the vignettes, Patients J and D are at greatest risk for coronary heart disease. If further information was available about each woman’s cardiac risk factor profiles, we might be able to differentiate even further to determine which of these two women is at greater risk.

2. _Who is at least risk?_

Patient F appears to be in the best cardiovascular state among the group. Her mild hypertension is well controlled; she is not overweight, eats a sensible diet, and sees that she gets some form of aerobic exercise at least three times a week.

3. _What specific recommendations would you make in counseling each woman about her cardiovascular health?_

---

**Patient S**

Counseling recommendations for Patient S would primarily focus on cardiac nutrition aspects and developing an exercise program for cardiovascular fitness. Because she is more than 30% overweight, she is at a tremendously increased risk of coronary heart disease due to the added stress on her heart and the changes that occur in lipid metabolism when fat is distributed in the abdominal versus gluteal region. Therefore, patient teaching should emphasize good nutrition and reading nutrition labels to manage caloric intake, as well as limiting intake of fat and cholesterol. In addition to changes in diet, Patient S should be counseled on incorporating some form of aerobic exercise, such as walking, three to five times a week to achieve cardiovascular fitness. The exercise will also have the added benefit of helping her modify her weight level.

**Patient J**

Two major concerns become evident in assessing Patient J’s health status—her smoking history and her hyperlipidemia. Recommendations would focus on encouraging and motivating the patient to quit smoking, through the use of the nicotine patch or gum with the additional support of bupropion and/or a smoking cessation program to increase her chances of successfully quitting. These programs are essential because they teach the patient behavioral and psychologic techniques to utilize at various stages of the quitting process and help the person identify specific problem situations and how these can be realistically managed. Patient J’s lipid profile should be closely monitored to determine the effectiveness of gemfibrozil in lowering her LDL levels. In addition, patient teaching should focus on the deleterious effects of smoking on lipid profiles, specifically HDL levels. Smoking tends to decrease levels of HDL, which could be used as another health information tidbit to motivate Patient J to quit smoking.
**Patient V**

Recommendations for cardiac health for Patient V would primarily focus on the alterable factors rather than her significant family history, which cannot be changed. As a result, patient teaching and counseling would be geared toward getting her weight into a more desirable range by paying attention to nutrition and getting some form of regular aerobic exercise. Patient V would also benefit from more health teaching regarding alcohol consumption. While a moderate intake of alcohol may be associated with positive antioxidant effects that can impart some protection against the development of heart disease, the key is moderation. One drink per day is the recommendation for alcohol consumption in women.

**Patient D**

In assessing Patient D's health history, her diabetes and smoking habit are big concerns. In terms of her diabetes, she is in need of strict control to prevent further progression and significant complications associated with the disease, such as coronary heart disease. Another major factor that would help prevent a major cardiac event is for her to quit smoking. Remember that many cardiovascular risk factors are synergistic. In other words, risk factors work together in increasing an individual's risk of developing coronary heart disease. Cigarette smoking and diabetes are both powerful independent risk factors for heart disease, and together, they significantly elevate the chances of developing the disease.

**Patient F**

Patient counseling recommendations for Patient F are twofold: continued control of her hypertension and stress management. Patient F and all of the women should be applauded regarding the positive habits they have incorporated into their lifestyle. In this patient's case, these positive aspects include attention to nutrition, aerobic exercise, and staying away from smoking or alcohol use. She does, however, need assistance with stress management. While her regular exercise program is most likely one avenue for her to deal with this stress, it obviously is not singly effective. In other words, additional stress management strategies could be added to her repertoire.

**CASE STUDY 2**

**Case Study 2 Analyses**

1. **What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?**

   The cardiovascular risk factors that are known for Patient M from the case study are her age, the fact that she has past menopause, her smoking history, and hypertension.

2. **Is the patient's chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?**

   The chest pain syndrome experienced by Patient M is typical for women. She described the chest pain as a substernal burning sensation that radiated across her precordium to her shoulder region bilaterally and then to her neck and jaw. In addition, her chest pain was accompanied by dyspnea, diaphoresis, nausea, and epigastric distress, all of which may or may not be associated with anginal episodes in women. In contrast, chest pain in men often begins substernally and spreads across the left precordium down the left arm.

3. **What tests would you anticipate to be in the diagnostic workup of women experiencing angina?**

   The diagnostic phase for women with angina often begins with a resting 12-lead EKG. This test is useful in women due to their higher proportion of silent or unrecognized infarctions. Conversely, the exercise EKG is not considered a good test in women due to high false-positive rates and other problems associated with women exercising at adequate intensity levels. Other noninvasive cardiac diagnostic tests might include the nuclear medicine stress test, ventriculogram, and exercise echocardiogram. Of these three tests, the exercise echocardiogram is the best test for women. It is associated with the highest accuracy rates and is especially sensitive to single vessel disease, which occurs more frequently in women than in men.
4. What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?

- **Decreased Cardiac Output**: With the sudden onset of angina and need to undergo a PCI to open a blockage of the right coronary artery, Patient M is at risk for decreased cardiac output. Women should be taught to take angina seriously and to have it evaluated by a physician as soon as possible. This is especially critical in women because they have an unfavorable prognosis post-MI. After PCI, women also have higher mortality rates and, therefore, should be carefully assessed. Complications must be recognized early in their course so they can be corrected and managed successfully.

- **Pain**: Patient M really has two etiologies of her pain: chest pain and epigastric discomfort referred from her biliary tract disease. It is important to recognize that angina is often more severe in women than men (and both stable and unstable angina are more frequent in women), and therefore, necessary pharmacologic therapy may be more intense. In women, angina is managed best by either nitrates or calcium channel blockers, although the dosage may not be the same as it is in men. Because women have been excluded from many clinical drug trials testing cardiac medications, the optimal dose of various medications to treat women is less well known. Further research is needed to guide this area of clinical practice.

- **Knowledge Deficit**: Like any other patient undergoing diagnostic testing and an invasive cardiac procedure, not to mention the cholecystectomy, Patient M should be taught about various components of her illness and hospitalization. These components include her disease process, diagnostic tests, medications, risk factor modification, and the recovery process, with emphasis on the long-term positive outcomes associated with PCI in women. In addition, when teaching female cardiac patients, it is vital to search for patient teaching materials that discuss the unique concerns of women with heart disease.

**CASE STUDY 3**

**Case Study 3 Analyses**

1. **What coronary risk factors are present? What risk factors are negative?**

Patient Y has the following cardiovascular risk factors:

- Age: Older than 60 years of age
- Positive family history: Both parents died from heart disease
- Hypertension: 172/68 mm Hg
- Hypercholesterolemia: Total cholesterol 239 mg/dL; HDL 40 mg/dL; LDL 159 mg/dL; ratio 5.9; triglycerides 248 mg/dL
- Body composition: Percentage of body fat is 42%
- Menopause: Received HRT for 20 years
- Stress: Rated as a 5 on a 0 to 10 scale

The following cardiovascular risk factors are negative:

- Personal history of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease
- Diabetes
- Smoking history
- History of alcohol consumption
- Sedentary lifestyle (Reports walking one mile per day)

2. **Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?**

As in the previous case study, Patient Y’s chest pain syndrome is fairly typical for women. She experienced chest discomfort in the anterior region of her chest, which then radiated to her neck, jaw, and back. The chest pain was also accompanied by shortness of breath, which may or may not occur in women, just like other associated symptoms such as nausea, diaphoresis, or lightheadedness.
3. What is the common picture of a woman’s general health and cardiac status when referred for CABG?

Like Patient Y, women who are referred for cardiac surgery tend to be older with more comorbidities or multiple health problems, including hypertension, hypothyroidism, questionable sleep apnea, arthritis, hiatal hernia, and sciatica. In terms of cardiac status, women tend to be referred more often for unstable angina, in comparison to men, who usually are referred on the basis of a positive exercise EKG. In addition, women tend to have a lower incidence of prior MI before surgery and, therefore, better EFs; fewer diseased arteries or more single vessel disease (50% have single-vessel disease versus 25% two-vessel and 25% three-vessel disease); and more left ventricular hypertrophy and mitral regurgitation.

4. What significance does the patient’s perioperative MI have for her long-term prognosis?

Women who suffer an MI have a worse prognosis than men, which is why timely diagnosis with an appropriate workup and treatment is so important in women experiencing anginal symptoms. When women go on to infarct, they have a much greater chance of not surviving, both in the early postinfarct period as well as later on.

5. What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?

- Decreased Cardiac Output: Patient Y was a woman with complaints of angina who underwent CABG surgery. During the surgical procedure, she suffered an inferior-posterior and right ventricular infarct. Despite the fact that her left ventricular EF was preserved at 60% post-MI, she should be carefully observed for early signs of heart failure, as well as any other complications during the postoperative period.

- Pain: Again, prior to surgical intervention, Patient Y’s angina should be carefully assessed and treated with nitrates or calcium channel blockers to prevent an acute MI, which would significantly impact her prognosis and long-term outcome. While postsurgical pain is most likely incisional, it is still important to assess for the return of angina, which could signal reocclusion of one of the bypass grafts.

- Activity Intolerance: Patient Y is 76 years of age with multiple health problems, including arthritis. She will likely be slow to mobilize in the postoperative phase to begin with, which is compounded by the problems she developed with postoperative atrial fibrillation. After her ventricular rate was controlled and the pseudoaneurysm was addressed, her cardiac rehabilitation activity and exercise program was appropriately resumed.

- Body Image Disturbance: This is a potential nursing diagnosis for Patient Y given her feelings of depression in the postdischarge phase. These feelings could be considered a normal part of recuperation and a reflection of perceived changes in body image due to the sternotomy and leg incisions. After being discharged home, she did complain of continued incisional pain that could be partially alleviated by wearing a supportive bra to decrease tension from the breasts.

- Knowledge Deficit: As with Patient M in Case Study 2, Patient Y has a knowledge deficit regarding her cardiac disease and surgical procedure. Patient teaching for Patient Y should incorporate elements such as disease process, cardiac medications, activity restriction, caring for the surgical incision, risk factor modification, outpatient cardiac rehabilitation, and the recovery process. She would also benefit from gender-specific patient teaching aids, if available,
so she could relate to the unique concerns and needs of women who have faced heart disease and cardiac surgery.

6. Identify ways to assess both short- and long-term outcomes of women post-CABG surgery.

Patient outcomes may be measured both during the hospitalization phase and during the postdischarge phase. During the hospitalization phase, examples of clinical outcomes to be assessed for a population of female cardiac patients include complication rates (e.g., perioperative MIs, dysrhythmias, pseudaneurysms); length of stay (both intensive care unit and hospital length of stay); and readmissions (both intensive care units and hospital readmissions), along with the clinical reasons.

After the hospitalization phase, patient outcomes may be assessed again. Examples of outcomes to be measured in the early discharge phase include pain, appetite, wound healing (incisions in surgical patients), rest/sleep patterns, psychologic comfort, and exercise patterns. Teaching and learning outcomes are also important to assess, including whether the female cardiac patient understood her discharge instructions related to activity and exercise, cardiac medications, diet, and when to return to work. Quality of life becomes an important consideration for this population. Research suggests that women experience more days of restricted activity due to continuing cardiac symptomatology, such as recurring chest pain and dyspnea. Ability to return to work and previous hobbies and pastimes would be an important area to assess in this regard.

CASE STUDY 4

Case Study 4 Analyses

1. What coronary risk factors are present?
   What risk factors are negative?

Positive cardiovascular risk factors for Patient A include the nonalterable factors of age and menopause and the alterable factor of smoking history. The risk factors that were negative in her history include family history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, sedentary lifestyle, or Type A behavior pattern.

2. Is the patient's chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?

Patient A’s cardiac event is atypical for women in terms of initial presentation of the disease process. MI and sudden cardiac death are more commonly a first manifestation of heart disease in men, while angina is the most common presenting scenario for women. Women tend to lag behind men in both the occurrence and incidence of heart disease, as well as sudden cardiac death events. In terms of Patient A’s history, it is possible that she initially suffered an MI, which was not recognized, and went on to develop heart failure as a post-MI complication. This then explains her increased risk for earlier reinfarction and higher mortality.

CASE STUDY 5

Case Study 5 Analyses

1. What coronary risk factors are present?
   What risk factors are negative?

Patient H has the following cardiovascular risk factors:

- Age: 60 years of age
- Positive family history: Mother and grandmother both died prematurely from an MI
- Hypertension
- Hyperlipidemia
- Diabetes
- Obesity: Weight 240 pounds; height 5’2”
- Sedentary lifestyle
- Postmenopausal

The following cardiovascular risk factors are negative:

- Personal history of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease
- Smoking history
- History of alcohol consumption
- Perceived stress
2. **Is the patient’s chest pain syndrome typical or atypical for women? Why or why not?**

Patient H’s chest pain was located substernally and radiated down both arms and to her neck and jaw. In addition, she was short of breath, diaphoretic, and nauseated. This clinical picture is fairly typical in women. Unlike the usual presentation in men, women may complain of no chest pain or chest pain that does or does not radiate. The pain may also be accompanied by other cardiac symptoms such as diaphoresis, dyspnea, or lightheadedness, but not necessarily so; these symptoms may be altogether absent.

3. **What nursing diagnoses would be appropriate for this patient during hospitalization? What special implications do these diagnoses have in women?**

Nursing diagnoses that would apply in this case study include decreased cardiac output, pain, activity intolerance, and knowledge deficit. The nursing implications that these diagnoses have in women have been discussed in previous case studies. In women who have suffered an MI, it is important to assess for other health problems or conditions that could impact their recovery because their morbidity and mortality rates are already higher than women with angina or those who have undergone a revascularization procedure.

4. **What special implications exist with regard to dosing cardiac medications in women?**

Research to date has not generally included women in clinical trials on the efficacy of cardiac medications. The optimal dose of these medications in women requires further study because, for the most part, they were tested on men. It may be that women need less, more, or the same dose as men. Further research including women is needed to determine the therapeutic dosage ranges for various cardiac medications, such as nitrates, beta blockers, or calcium channel blockers.

5. **Describe the common response to activity of women with heart disease.**

In general, women with heart disease tend to be older than their male counterparts. As a result, women presenting with cardiac problems may also have other significant comorbidities such as diabetes, hypertension, and arthritis, which may slow their activity progression. Therefore, during the acute phase, it is essential to involve either physical therapy and/or cardiac rehabilitation to begin mobilizing the patient and progressing with activity as appropriate to the patient’s condition.

6. **What factors influence women’s involvement in cardiac rehabilitation programs?**

Many factors have been studied regarding women’s participation in formal outpatient cardiac rehabilitation programs. Some of the most common reasons women give for decreased attendance include family commitments, financial concerns, and medical problems, such as increasing angina and/or other cardiac symptoms.

**CASE STUDY 6**

**Case Study 6 Analyses**

1. **Based on the information, which woman has the best prognosis? The worst prognosis? Why?**

Patient B has the best prognosis. She has a long-standing history of stable angina that has been adequately managed with nitrates and an ACE inhibitor. Women with angina have a better prognosis than those who suffer an MI, one of the main reasons why it is so important to accurately assess a woman’s cardiovascular risk factors and work on modifying those areas possible to prevent an MI from ever happening. After a woman has an MI, the mortality rates are significantly higher.

On the other hand, Patient R and Patient L have the worst prognoses of the women presented in this vignette. Women who undergo CABG surgery have double the perioperative mortality rate of men and also fare poorer in the early postoperative period, generally complaining of more angina, dyspnea, and reduced mobility. These findings may
be due to the fact that women tend to be older at the time of surgery, have more advanced disease, and significant comorbidities. However, five- and 10-year survival rates between men and women are comparable.

2. **What are some of the complications associated with each of these medical and surgical therapies?**

- **Medical Management:** A possible complication or adverse effect associated with medical management focuses on the dosage of cardiac medications used to treat women with heart disease. Women may have a different vaso-motor tone compared to men and, thus, may require less nitrates. Only further research will give us the answers to guide clinical practice decisions.

- **Thrombolytic Therapy:** The main complication associated with thrombolytic therapy in women is bleeding, especially intracranial bleeding. The reason for this increased incidence in women may be dose related.

- **PCI:** The most common reported complications associated with angioplasty include bradycardia, hypotension, and coronary artery dissection. However, dissection is becoming less common as advances and improvements are made in angioplasty catheters.

- **CABG Surgery:** During the operative phase, incomplete revascularization (resulting in angina, dyspnea, and subsequent restricted activity) may occur due to women’s smaller coronary arteries and difficulty in anastomosis. However, improved surgical tools and techniques have minimized the difficulties. Reports have also shown that women have longer hospital stays, greater complication rates, and higher postoperative morbidity, as previously suggested.

**RESOURCES**

- American Heart Association
  Go Red for Women
  https://www.goredforwomen.org

- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Heart Disease Facts
  http://www.cdc.gov/heartdisease/facts.htm

- National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
  http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/hdw/

- National Institutes of Health, Office of Research on Women’s Health
  http://orwh.od.nih.gov

- Women Heart: The National Coalition with Women and Heart Disease
  http://www.womenheart.org
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